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Abstract

We study a two-species quantum dimer model on the square lattice originally pro-
posed by Punk, Allais and Sachdev in Ref.[1] that captures several key properties of
the pseudogap phase in high-Tc cuprates. The model features ordinary bosonic spin-
singlets as well as fermionic dimers that can be viewed as bound states of spinon and
holon monomer excitations in a hole-doped resonating valence bond (RVB) liquid.
We develop a functional approach that yields the electronic spectral function in a per-
turbative regime of small interactions between the fermions and the RVB background.
The corresponding results for quasiparticle dispersion and residuum are found to be
in good agreement with existing numerical data obtained from exact diagonalization.
We further identify a line in parameter space where the exact ground state wave
functions can be constructed at an arbitrary density of fermionic dimers, resulting in
a flat band of fermionic excitations. Perturbing around the exactly solvable line, this
huge ground state degeneracy is lifted and the system realizes a fractionalized Fermi
liquid with a small hole pocket Fermi surface in the low doping limit. Finally, we
discuss finite size effects that can be compared to exact diagonalization outcomes.
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1 Introduction

More than 30 years since the discovery of high temperature superconductivity in cuprates,
extensive experimental and theoretical effort that investigates the underlying mechanism
remains among the most active fields of research in condensed matter physics. Today, it is
widely believed that a thorough understanding of the so-called pseudogap phase is crucial
to understanding the physics of hole-doped cuprates. For small temperatures, the pseudo-
gap phase occurs in the so-called underdoped region, with sufficient hole density to destroy
antiferromagnetic Néel ordering, but before the onset of d-wave superconductivity at even
higher values of hole-doping, see the schematic phase diagram in Fig.(1) for illustration. A
collection of experimental investigations on high-Tc cuprates have led to a detailed explo-
ration of the pseudogap over the years, yielding insight on many unusual properties of this
remarkable phase of matter. The pseudogap is characterized by a suppression in the density
of states at the Fermi energy, as shown by measurements on electronic specific heat [2, 3],
c-axis optical conductivity [4, 5] and the tunneling density of states [6]. Data of Knight
shift measurements also show a decrease of the magnetic susceptibility at temperatures
lower than T ∗, which marks the onset of the pseudogap phase, indicating the existence
of a pseudogap in the spin degree of freedom as well [7, 8]. Angle resolved photoemis-
sion spectroscopy (ARPES) studies have directly demonstrated the opening of a gap near
the antinodal points (π, 0) of the Brillouin zone and revealed the existence of non-closed
Fermi arcs in the spectrum [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. These results are in contrast to
transport measurements on cuprates that find normal Fermi liquid like behaviour in the
pseudogap for quantities like quasiparticle lifetime [17] and magnetoresistance [18]. Hall
measurements indicate however, that the charge carrier density in the pseudogap is given
by the doping p as opposed to the actual number 1 + p of holes present in the system [19],
therefore apparently presenting a violation of Luttinger’s theorem which states that the
area enclosed by the Fermi surface should be proportional to the total number of carriers
relative to a completely filled band. A theoretical framework intended to describe the
pseudogap cuprates should then reconcile the above experimental findings, in particular
the Fermi liquid behaviour with the non-closed Fermi arcs.

One of the early ideas for such a theory is Andersons’s resonating valence bond (RVB)
model, which approaches the pseudogap from the Mott insulating phase of the Hubbard
model and assumes that the insertion of holes effectively destroys the Néel ordering and
induces singlet formation on the bonds of a lattice [20]. Hole doping into the RVB state
leads to deconfined monomer excitations dubbed spinons and holons, where the former
are uncharged S = 1/2 quasiparticles while the latter are charge +e spinless quasiparti-
cles corresponding to non-occupied sites. Allthough this model successfully describes the
behaviour of the specific heat, the magnetic susceptibility and the c-axis conductivity in
the pseudogap phase [21], it could not provide an explanation for the Fermi arcs observed
in ARPES measurements, as the model does not feature single excitations with the hole
quantum numbers S = 1/2, charge +e. Naturally, the next step is to stay in the RVB pic-
ture which already describes a number of experimental findings, but to construct a model
which features hole-like quasiparticles with density p, thus being potentially able to addi-
tionally account for the results of ARPES measurements. Such a model can be realized
by a fractionalized Fermi liquid (FL∗), originally proposed by Senthil, Sachdev and Voijta
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Figure 1: Schematic phase diagram of hole-doped cuprates as function of doping p and
temperature T . Close to the Mott phase at p = 0, the ground state features antiferro-
magnetic order (AF). Upon doping away from the insulating phase, the system enters the
pseudogap phase (PG) for T < T ∗, with density wave order (DW) for small temperatures.
For T < Tc we enter the d-wave superconducting phase (dSC), while even higher values of
doping leads the system into a normal Fermi liquid (FL), respectively a strange metal (SM)
phase. Figure adapted from [1].

in the context of heavy fermion compounds, linking the apparent violation of Luttinger’s
theorem to the appearence of topological order in systems with fractionalized excitations
[22]. The concept of the FL∗ has been applied recently to the RVB picture of the pseudo-
gap phase by Punk, Allais and Sachdev in [1] by assuming the formation of bound states
between spinons and holons, thus effectively introducing a second species of bond variables
besides the ordinary singlets. We are therefore guided to consider two-species quantum
dimer models as a candidate theory for an effective low energy description of the pseudogap
phase.

On a general note, see [23], quantum dimer models have been shown to be useful
tools to study paramagnetic ground states of quantum antiferromagnets as they provide
an effective description of low energy singlet excitations and feature rich phase diagrams,
including a variety of different valence bond solids with broken lattice symmetries, as well
as symmetric spin-liquid phases [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Subsequently, interesting connections
to lattice gauge theories and loop gas models have been found, raising interest in quantum
dimer models from various perspectives [29, 30, 31, 32, 33].

In this thesis, we focus on the dimer model introduced in [1] which provides a possible
explanation for the observed Fermi arcs and features a sizeable gap around the antinodal
points of the Brillouin zone as demonstrated in [34]. After a revision of some basic proper-
ties of dimer models and a disussion of the theoretical framework from [1] in the following
section, we focus on a diagrammatic approach to the model in Sec.(3). We will use stan-
dard coherent states path integrals to examine the system at hand, which provides a so
far unconvential way of tackling quantum dimer systems. We find that the approach suc-
cessfully describes quasiparticle dispersion and residuum in a certain perturbative regime
only due to the fact that the model realizes a FL∗. The results are compared to data sets
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obtained from exact diagonalization on a 6× 6 square lattice that were kindly provided by
M. Punk and S. Huber. In Sec.(4) we consider an extended version of the original model
in order to gain insight on the ground state structure. We generalize an idea originally em-
ployed in the context of quantum dimer models by Rokhsar and Kivelson in [35] to write
the dimer Hamiltonian as a sum of local projectors in order to determine exact ground
state wave functions for an arbitrary ratio of the two dimer species present. This provides
a rare example of an exactly solvable, strongly correlated fermionic lattice model in 2d.
Perturbative computations around the resulting line of exactly solvable points in param-
eter space demonstrate the formation of hole pockets and can be compared to numerical
results. We further discuss how properties of an FL∗ can be associated with the ground
state structure. Finally, Sec.(5) considers finite size effects that become significant for
large interactions between the RVB background and the fermionic dimers. We show how
ground state wave functions can be approximated in this parameter regime using simple
variational methods.
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2 Preliminaries

The starting point of our work is a review of some of the central aspects of (quantum) dimer
models that are relevant for this thesis. We introduce the underlying RK Hamiltonian and
some properties of classical dimer models that are necessary to set up the model of [1].

2.1 The Rokhsar-Kivelson model

In this section we present a brief review of the ideas initially worked out by Rokhsar and
Kivelson in [35]. We discuss the motivation behind the so-called RK model and determine
its key properties.

Following the idea of Anderson [36], the pseudogap phase in hole-doped cuprates is
approached from the Mott-insulating phase of the Hubbard model at large U . Interactions
between spins on nearest neighbour sites of the square lattice lead to an antiferromagnetic
ground state of this model for half-filling. Doping away from half filling leaves unoccupied
sites which effectively destroy the antiferromagnetic ordering on the lattice when moving
through the sample, see Fig.(2). The system thus becomes frustrated and needs to find a
new way to satisfy the antiferromagnetic interaction between neighbouring spins. One way
to do so is to assume the spins form singlet states on bonds connecting nearest neighbour
sites. Such a resonating valence bond (RVB) state represents an alternative ground state
to the antiferromagnetic Néel state. On a given link connecting the sites i and i + η̂ with
η ∈ {x, y}, the corresponding singlet residing on that link is defined as

Yi,η
1√
2

(c†i,↑c
†
i+η̂,↓ − c

†
i,↓c
†
i+η̂,↑) |0〉 → D†i,η |0〉 , (2.1)

where we introduced the creation operator D† of a bosonic dimer made up of a singlet
state. The factors Yi,η correspond to a gauge choice and we adopt the one by RK, Yi,y = 1,
Yi,x = (−1)iy . As we restrict ourselves to the Hilbert space of the t-J-model, there can at
maximum be one electron per site which in turn can only be part of at most one singlet
state. Assuming that singlet formation is indeed dominant in the regime of low doping, all
electrons will be part of exactly one singlet. Every site can then only be part of at most
one dimer, yielding a hard-core constraint for the possible distributions of dimers on the
lattice. Note that singlet states are invariant under SU(2) transformations, thus no spin
label is required to specify the operators D†.

We can now fully restrict ourselves to a Hilbert space of dimer coverings on the square
lattice. The natural starting point for a RVB model of the pseudogap phase is thus a
Hilbert space spanned by the close-packed hard-core dimer coverings, corresponding to
vanishing doping in the language employed before. Illustrative examples for such coverings
on a square lattice with periodic boundary conditions are shown in Fig.(3). Rokhsar and
Kivelson then proposed a quantum model governing the interactions between said hard-
core coverings. Expressed in terms of the newly introduced dimer operators D, their model
Hamiltonian reads (with η̄ = x if η = y and vice versa)

HRK =
∑
i,η

V ·D†i,ηD
†
i+ˆ̄η,η

Di,ηDi+ˆ̄η,η − J ·D
†
i,ηD

†
i+ˆ̄η
Di+η̂,η̄Di,η̄. (2.2)
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2.1 The Rokhsar-Kivelson model
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Figure 2: (a) shows antiferromagnetic ordering of spins on the sites of a square lattice.
In (b) a hole is doped into the system and moves (c) to a neighbouring site, causing defects
of the antiferromagnetic exchange on its starting site, marked in blue.

The first term proportional to V describes an energy offset for parallel dimer within a
plaquette. The J-term then corresponds to a plaquette move that flips two such parallel
dimers within a plaquette. Both V and J are taken to be positive in this work. We can
also express Eq.(2.2) graphically via

HRK =
∑
plaq

V − J + (x↔ y) (2.3)

We remark at this point that two different dimer coverings on the square lattice are not
in general orthogonal. If |c〉 , |c′〉 ∈ H, where H denotes the Hilbert space spanned by all
hard-core coverings, then

〈c | c′〉 6= 0 (2.4)

in general, where the inner product is taken in the usual electron Hilbert space. Orthogonal
basis states can then be constructed by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. The overlap
between two configurations c and c′, see e.g. [37], can be computed by drawing their
transition graph, see Fig.(3). A transition graph of two non-equivalent dimer configuration
will feature closed loops. To compute the overlap of the two configurations, we start at
an arbitrary site i which is part of a loop and set the spin on that site either to σi =↑ or
σi =↓. We then start going along the loop in (w.l.o.g.) clockwise direction. Since for either
c or c′ there is a dimer connecting site i and the next site of the loop, the spin at this next
site j must be fixed to the opposite of the spin at i, i.e. σj = −σi. We then apply the
same reasoning to the next site of the loop and iterate this procedure over the whole loop.
Thus, in order to have non-vanishing overlap, fixing one spin in a given loop fixes all the
spins within this loop to a Néel configuration. For every loop there are thus 2 possibilities
to fix the first spin and with it the rest of the spins along the loop. As every singlet state
comes with a factor of 1√

2
, the total overlap of c and c′ is

〈c | c′〉 = 2nl · 2−L/2, (2.5)

where nl is then number of loops in the transition graph of c and c′ while L corresponds to
the added lengths of all loops in the graph. The overlap of two configurations thus decreases
exponentially with the length of their loop graphs, and for sufficiently large systems we
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2.1 The Rokhsar-Kivelson model

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: (a) and (b) show typical dimer configurations on a 4 × 4 square lattice. (c)
shows their transition graph with two closed loops of length 4.

may assume the set of all hard core coverings to form an orthonormal basis set in the
following.

Note also that we can classify the possible configurations according to their topological
winding numbersWx andWy, defined as follows: Choose a straight line through the lattice,
either horizontal or vertical. Then count the number of dimers in a given configuration
that cross this line, with a positive sign for dimers emanating from the first sublattice and
a negative sign for those emananting from the second sublattice. Using the operators from
above we can write

Wη =
∑
iη

(−1)iηD†(iη ,iη̄),η̄D(iη ,iη̄),η̄ (2.6)

for the winding numbers Wη, η = x, y. These numbers are invariant under the local
plaquette flips from above and are therefore topologically protected. Starting from a given
configuration |c〉, the dynamics induced by the Hamiltonian Eq.(2.2) is ergodic only in the
winding number sector of the starting configuration. Notice that the topological ground
state degeneracy is what allows for the abovementioned apparent violation of the Luttinger
theorem [1]. In all considerations of Sec.(3), (4) and (5) we will assume the system to be
in the sector of vanishing winding number.

The ground states of the RK model can then be determined for the three parameter
regions V > J , V < J and V = J . For V > J , the energy offset of flippable plaquettes
dominates and at T = 0 the ground state will be a staggered state, see. Fig.(4). On
the other side, for V < J , the flip term dominates and favours an increased number of
flippable plaquettes, therefore leading to a so-called plaquette phase for Vc < V < J . Upon
decreasing V < Vc further, the ground state maximizes the number of flippable plaquettes
and shows columnar order, see also Fig.(4). In the above cases, the ground state is a
so-called Valence Bond Solid (VBS) state. At the special point J = V , the Hamiltonian
from Eq.(2.2) can be written as a sum of projectors,

HRK =
∑
plaq

V
(

−
)(

−
)
, (2.7)

The unique ground state within each topological sector can then be shown to be the equal
weight superposition of all states within that sector,

|RK〉 =
1√
N

∑
c

|c〉 , (2.8)
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2.2 Correlations in the classical dimer model

where the normalization N is given by number of configurations. The exactly solvable RK
point V = J thus constitutes a critical point with a U(1) spin liquid ground state which
is unstable towards ordered VBS states for perturbations in the parameters V and J away
from V = J . At the RK point, the expectation value of a given observable O can be
computed as

〈O〉 = 〈RK |O |RK〉 =

∑
c,c′ 〈c |O | c′〉∑
c,c′ 〈c | c′〉

, (2.9)

i.e. by the expectation value of the classical model at T → ∞. We will make use of this
correspondence throughout this work, as it will allow to employ the exact solution of the
classical dimer problem, found in [38]. For a more complete introduction to dimer models,
see e.g. [39].

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: VBS ground states of the RK model, (a) staggered state for V > J , (b) columnar
state for V < Vc < J , (c) plaquette phase for Vc < V < J . The state shown in (c) has to
be interpreted as a probability distribution for the dimer density.

2.2 Correlations in the classical dimer model

As pointed out in the previous section, the RK-point allows to compute properties of the
quantum model at T = 0 via the classical dimer problem at T →∞. An object of repeated
interest in this work is the classical dimer correlation function

Qc[(i, η), (j, τ)] =
〈
N̂i,ηN̂j,τ

〉
, (2.10)

which counts the number of configurations with two dimers fixed at (i, η) and (j, τ) with
respect to the total number of configurations. In this notation, (i, η) describes the link
connecting the sites at i and i + η̂. These correlations have first been solved by Fisher
and Stephenson in [38]. Here, we will review how to calculate such correlations using a
Grassmanian field theory, see [40] and the appendix of [1]. The idea is to implement the
hard-core constraint that the dimers are subject to by setting up a quadratic action using
Grassman variables and subsequently using Wick’s theorem to compute the correlations of
interest.

For the square lattice, we associate with every site i a pair ηi, η̄i of Grassman variables.
A dimer residing on the link between sites i and i+ τ̂ has four possible representations:

1. d1
i,τ = η̄iηi+τ̂ , graphically:

i i + τ

14



2.2 Correlations in the classical dimer model

2. d2
i,τ = η̄i+τ̂ηi, graphically:

i i + τ

3. d3
i,τ = ηi+τ̂ η̄i, graphically:

i i + τ

4. d4
i,τ = ηiη̄i+τ̂ , graphically:

i i + τ

Here, × labels the conjugate variables η̄, ◦ the η. The arrow on the bond then points into
the direction of the variable to the right. The classical partition function is given by

Zclass =

∫
D[η, η̄] exp{S[η, η̄]} (2.11)

with an action S[η, η̄] which is quadratic in the Grassman fields. This partition function is
supposed to simply count all allowed closed-packed dimer coverings on the square lattice.
We thus need to set up S[η, η̄] such that expanding the exponential and integrating over
dηdη̄, only the close-packed coverings survive and yield a positive contribution. The natural
Ansatz for S is thus

S[η, η̄] =
∑
i,τ

d
ki,τ
i,τ , (2.12)

where the indices ki,τ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} need to be fixed suitably for every link such that the
hard-core constraint is implemented. Graphically, we need to cover the links of the square
lattice with the graphical representations of dk.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) shows a covering of the square lattice with Grassman variables, where ◦
corresponds to η and × to η̄. The blue colored dimers represent the unit cell which fills
the lattice upon repeated translations of twice the lattice constant. (b) shows a reference
close packed dimer covering of the lattice, with ordering of ◦, × and the arrows such that
only allowed close-packed coverings yield positive contributions to the partition function of
Eq.(2.11) with the action of Eq.(2.14). Again, the blue colored dimers mark the unit cell.
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2.2 Correlations in the classical dimer model

We show in Fig.(5a) such a covering that realizes the constraint. This is because at a
given site i on the lattice, any dimer connected to this site must contribute a Grassman
variable ηi if i is on the say A sublattice, and η̄i if i is on the B sublattice. Thus, if in
an expansion of the exponential with the action from Eq.(2.12) there were two dimers
connected to site i, they would contribute either a factor η2

i = 0 or η̄2
i = 0. Hence, such

constraint-violating terms are automatically ruled out (i.e. they yield a vanishing contribu-
tion) by the covering of Fig.(5a). Note that a given term in the expansion of exp{S} only
gives a non-vanishing contribution to Zclass if for every site i the two Grassman variables
ηi and η̄i appear in the term. This is due to the property

∫
dη = 0 of Grassman integrals.

The covering of Fig.(5a) (which translates into an action S from Eq.(2.12)) yields terms
that do not violate the contraint upon expanding the exponential, but only contributes at
most either ηi or η̄i at every link. In order to obtain non-vanishing contributions of the
close-packed coverings we thus need to add a ”reference covering” to the action Eq.(2.12).
Such a reference covering is shown in Fig.(5b) and leads to a new action

S[η, η̄] =
∑
i,τ

d
ki,τ
i,τ +

∑
i,τ

ci,τd
qi,τ
i,τ , (2.13)

where the indices ki,τ are fixed by the covering shown in Fig.(5a) while the coefficients
ci,τ ∈ {0, 1} as well as the indices qi,τ are fixed by the reference covering of Fig.(5b). Note
that on sites where Fig.(5a) features only ◦ (×), Fig.(5b) features only × (◦), i.e. a reversed
structure. This way, when expanding the exponential with the action of Eq.(2.13), only
those terms survive the integral

∫
dηdη̄ that correspond to close-packed coverings of the

lattice, obtained by expanding in
∑

i,τ d
ki,τ
i,τ and yielding either ηi or η̄i at every site. The

missing conjugate variables η̄i and ηi then stem from expanding as well in the second term∑
i,τ ci,τd

qi,τ
i,τ .

We have thus shown that the structure of Fig.(5) implies that only close-packed cov-
erings have non-vanishing contributions to the partition function. A non-trivial task is to
show that indeed they all have a positive contribution +1. This is achieved by the order-
ing of the arrows in the coverings of Fig.(5). A detailed analysis of this problem and the
proof that the arrows of Fig.(5) indeed yield positive contributions is given in [40]. As a
short summary, the ordering of the arrows in Fig.(5a) has to be such that going clockwise
around an elementary polygon, i.e. a plaquette, the number of arrows pointing in the
anti-clockwise direction is odd. The ordering of the arrows in Fig.(5b) then needs to be
exactly opposite to the corresponding arrows in Fig.(5a). Hence, other choices than those
of Fig.(5) are possible as well, compare e.g. the Appendix of [1].

We are now able to write down the action of Eq.(2.13) explicitely by taking the graph-
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2.2 Correlations in the classical dimer model

ical representation of Fig.(5) and mapping back to the algebraic formulation:

S[η, η̄] =
∑
i,τ

d
ki,τ
i,τ +

∑
i,τ

ci,τd
qi,τ
i,τ =

=
∑
m,n

{
η2m,2n η̄2m+1,2n + η̄2m,2n+1 η2m,2n+

+ η̄2m+1,2n η2m+1,2n+1 + η̄2m,2n+1 η2m+1,2n+1+

+ η2m,2n+2 η̄2m,2n+1 + η2m+1,2n+1 η̄2m+1,2n+2+

+ η̄2m+1,2n η2m+2,2n + η2m+1,2n+1 η̄2m+2,2n+1

}
+

+
∑
m,n

{
η2m+1,2n η̄2m,2n + η̄2m+1,2n+1 η2m,2n+1

}
.

(2.14)

To solve for the partition function we can rewrite the action of Eq.(2.14) in momentum
space via the definition

η2m,2n =

∫
dp dq

(2π)2
ei(pm+qn)χ1

p,q

η2m+1,2n =

∫
dp dq

(2π)2
ei(pm+qn)χ2

p,q

η2m,2n+1 =

∫
dp dq

(2π)2
ei(pm+qn)χ3

p,q

η2m+1,2n+1 =

∫
dp dq

(2π)2
ei(pm+qn)χ4

p,q,

(2.15)

which leads to

S[χ, χ̄] =

∫
dp dq

(2π)2
(~χ)T


0 1− eip −1 + eiq 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 −1 + e−iq −1 + e−ip 0

 ~̄χ =

∫
dp dq

(2π)2
(~χ)T ·K · ~̄χ. (2.16)

Since Eq.(2.16) represents a quadratic theory, we can compute all correlations of interest
by Gaussian integrals using Wick’s theorem. As an example, we derive the probability of
finding a dimer at an arbitrary link on the lattice, say e.g. the link ((2m, 2n), x). We find

Qc[((2m, 2n), x)] = 〈η2m,2nη̄2m+1,2n〉 =

∫
dp dq

(2π)2

〈
χ1
p,q χ̄

2
p,q

〉
=

∫
dp dq

(2π)2

[
K−1

]
2,1

(p, q) =

=

∫
dp dq

(2π)2

1− e−ip

4− 2 cos(p)− 2 cos(q)
=

1

4
,

(2.17)
which corresponds to the expected outcome. Using Wick’s theorem, we can compute higher
correlation functions, e.g. the probability of having two dimers in a flippable plaquette
position as defined in the previous section. The result is

Qc[((2m, 2n), x), ((2m, 2n+ 1), x)] = 〈η2m,2nη̄2m+1,2nη̄2m,2n+1η2m+1,2n+1〉 =

= 〈η2m,2nη̄2m+1,2n〉 〈η̄2m,2n+1η2m+1,2n+1〉+ 〈η2m,2nη̄2m,2n+1〉 〈η2m+1,2n+1η̄2m+1,2n〉
(2.18)
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2.3 A quantum dimer model for the cuprate pseudogap phase

The first term of Eq.(2.18) simply multiplies two probabilities of having a dimer at a given
site. The same holds true for the two averages in the second term. We can thus compute

Qc[((2m, 2n), x), ((2m, 2n+ 1), x)] =

(
1

4

)2

+

(
1

4

)2

=
1

8
, (2.19)

and the conditional probability for finding a second dimer in certain flippable plaquette
position relative to a fixed first dimer is then given by Qc[((2m, 2n), x)|((2m, 2n+ 1), x)] =
1/2.

As a final example, we compute the probability of finding two dimers in a fixed relative
position to each other described by

Qc

[ ]
= 〈η2m,2nη̄2m+1,2nη̄2m+2,2n+1η2m+2,2n〉 =

= 〈η2m,2nη̄2m+1,2n〉 〈η̄2m+2,2n+1η2m+2,2n〉+
+ 〈η2m,2nη̄2m+2,2n+1〉 〈η2m+2,2nη̄2m+1,2n〉 =

=

(
1

4

)2

+

∫
dp dq

(2π)2
e−ip

[
K−1

]
3,1

(p, q)×
(
−1

4

)
=

=
1

16
+

1

4

∫
dp dq

(2π)2
e−ip

1− e−iq

4− 2 cos(p)− 2 cos(q)
=

1

4π
.

(2.20)

Note also that within this framework the long-range correlations of the classical dimer
model can be determined as well, see e.g. [38, 41]. These correlations take the form

Qc[(0, x), ((X, Y ), x)] =
1

16
+

1

2π2

[
(−1)X+Y Y

2 −X2

R4
+ (−1)X

1

R2

]
, (2.21)

as an example for two x-oriented dimers, with R2 = X2 + Y 2. We note that the classical
correlations on the square lattice generally decay algebraically with exponent ≥ 2.

2.3 A quantum dimer model for the cuprate pseudogap phase

We review the construction of the dimer model from [1] and consider a mean field approach
that has been carried out in [42] and the Appendix of [1] in order to compute the fermionic
quasiparticle dispersion.

2.3.1 Model

The basic ingredient of this model is the presence of a new species of dimers that is
expected to arise upon doping the system away from half-filling. Doping holes into the
system breaks up bosonic singlet dimers and leaves unoccupied sites as well as spin S = 1/2
particles. These can be regarded as two seperate quasiparticles into which the inserted hole
fractionalizes. The first is the so-called holon, which corresponds to a charge +e, spinless
particle. The second is the spinon, which carries spin 1/2 but no charge. In the 2D square
lattice RK model at the RK-point, these fractionalized excitations are in a deconfined phase
and can in principle move freely on the lattice. The central idea of [1] is to assume that in a
hole-doped antiferromagnet, spinon and holon form a bound state across two neighbouring
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2.3 A quantum dimer model for the cuprate pseudogap phase

lattice sites, thus forming a fermionic dimer with charge +e and spin S = 1/2, the quantum
numbers of the inserted holes. This fermionic dimer can then be described by the expression

F †i,η,α |0〉 → Yi,η
1√
2

(
c†i,α + c†i+η̂,α

)
|0〉 (2.22)

and the low energy Hilbert space is considered to be the space of hard-core coverings on
the lattice with a certain number of fermionic dimers, corresponding to a fixed doping p =
Nf/N . Note that since spinon and holon are deconfined at the RK-point, the formation of
bound states is solely due to energetic favourability. A 2-site DMFT analysis conducted in
[43] on the Hubbard model confirms that such bound states indeed occur in the low energy
regime of the respective models away from half-filling. In all following considerations, the
system is assumed to be at the RK-point, or close enough to have a large confinement
scale compared to the seperation between fermionic dimers such that the above mentioned
Hilbert space can capture the low energy behaviour of the model. With this setup, there are
electron-like fermions with density p in the system, as required to explain the Fermi liquid
behaviour proportional to a carrier density p that was experimentally found in transport
measurements.

The Hamiltonian introduced in [1] for the newly introduced Hilbert space reads

H =HRK +H1

H1 =− t1
∑
i

F †i,x,αD
†
i+ŷ,xDi,xFi+ŷ,x,α + 3 terms

− t2
∑
i

F †i,x,αD
†
i+ŷ,xDi+x̂,yFi,y,α + 7 terms

− t3
∑
i

F †i,x,αD
†
i+2x̂,yDi,xFi+2x̂,y,α + 7 terms

− t3
∑
i

F †i,x,αD
†
i+x̂+ŷ,yDi,xFi+x̂+ŷ,y,α + 7 terms,

(2.23)

where the terms not explicitely written out are obtained by lattice symmetry group oper-
ations on the displayed terms. The parameters ti of Eq.(2.23) can be related directly to
the parameters of the t-J-model via a perturbative mapping described in the Appendix of
[1]. The terms of H1 are displayed graphically in Fig.(6).

-t1 -t2 -t3

Figure 6: Resonance processes between fermionic (red) and bosonic (blue) dimers from
the Hamiltonian of Eq.(2.23)

The authors of [1] carried out exact diagonalization studies in systems with one fermionic
dimer on lattice sizes up to 8× 8 to find the dispersion of the fermionic quasiparticles, as
well as the corresponding quasiparticle residuum, defined by

Z(p) = |〈ψ0(p) | c−p |RK〉|2 , (2.24)
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2.3 A quantum dimer model for the cuprate pseudogap phase

with the ground state ψ0(p) of momentum p that includes one fermionic dimer. In order
to evaluate this expression within the dimer Hilber space, a representation of the electron
operator on a given site i of the lattice in the dimer basis can be found as shown in [1],

ci,α =
εαγ
2

(
F †i,x,γDi,x + F †i−x̂,x,γDi−x̂,x + F †i,y,γDi,y + F †i−ŷ,y,γDi−ŷ,y

)
, (2.25)

where εαγ is the unit antisymmetric tensor.

2.3.2 Mean field theory

We review the construction of a mean field theory from [1] and [42] that maps the system
specified by the Hamiltonian of Eq.(2.23) to a theory of non-interacting fermions, which
allows to approximate the fermion dispersion in the regime ti � J = 1 of small interactions
between fermions and bosons. Energies are given in units of J .

To gain information about the behaviour of the fermionic quasiparticles in the system
we can decouple the mixed dimer species interaction terms of H1 in the bosonic channel
to produce a mean field model for the fermions. The mean field Hamiltonian obtained by
this procedure reads

HMF
1 =− t1

∑
i

F †i,x,α

〈
D†i+ŷ,xDi,x

〉
Fi+ŷ,x,α + 3 terms

− t2
∑
i

F †i,x,α

〈
D†i+ŷ,xDi+x̂,y

〉
Fi,y,α + 7 terms

− t3
∑
i

F †i,x,α

〈
D†i+2x̂,yDi,x

〉
Fi+2x̂,y,α + 7 terms

− t3
∑
i

F †i,x,α

〈
D†i+x̂+ŷ,yDi,x

〉
Fi+x̂+ŷ,y,α + 7 terms,

(2.26)

which is described by the mean fields χ(i,η),(j,τ) :=
〈
D†i,ηDj,τ

〉
. To ensure invariance of

the mean field Hamiltonian HMF
1 with respect to the underlying symmetries of the model,

the mean fields χ must be invariant under transformations of the symmetry group of the
square lattice. In result, we are left with merely three distinct mean fields in Eq.(2.26),

χ1 =
〈
D†i+ŷ,xDi,x

〉
, χ2 =

〈
D†i,xDi,y

〉
, χ3 =

〈
D†i+2x̂,yDi,x

〉
(2.27)

which can be absorbed into a redefinition ti → χi ti =: t̃i of the interaction parameters
ti. The resulting quadratic, noninteracting model can be expressed in momentum space in
2× 2 matrix structure

HMF
1 =

(
F †p,x,α
F †p,y,α

)
·
(
−2t̃1 cos(py) C(p)

C∗(p) −2t̃1 cos(px)

)
·
(
Fp,x,α

Fp,y,α

)
, (2.28)

where the two components of (F †p,x,α, F
†
p,y,α) correspond to the orientation flavor of the

fermions. The term C(p) is given by

C(p) = −t̃2(1 + eipx)(1 + e−ipy)− t̃3
[
(1 + eipx)(eipy + e−2ipy) + (1 + e−ipy)(e2ipx + e−ipx)

]
.

(2.29)
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2.3 A quantum dimer model for the cuprate pseudogap phase

Eq.(2.28) describes a tight-binding model of fermions hopping on the links of a square
lattice. The corresponding fermionic dispersion is given by the eigenvalues of the 2 × 2
matrix in HMF

1 , i.e.

ε(p) = −t̃1(cos(px) + cos(py))±
√
t̃21(cos(px)− cos(py))2 + |C(p)|2. (2.30)

In order to compare this dispersion to numerical results, an estimate for χ1, χ2 and χ3 is
required. Usually, the parameters of a given mean field model are determined by imposing
a self-consistent equation for the mean-fields. Equivalently, the resulting free energy has
to be minimized with respect to the mean-fields χi. Note that decoupling the bosons
from the fermions in the Hamiltonian of Eq.(2.26) leaves us merely with a non-interacting
fermionic system. In particular, the mean-field decoupled HMF

1 does not feature a penalty
term for values of the mean fields differing from some favoured value in the limit ti = 0 of
vanishing inter-dimer species interactions. Such a penalty term is expected to arise from the
usual bosonic RK Hamiltonian, which we could in principle decouple in the same channel
as performed for the part H1 of the full Hamiltonian. However, a mean field decoupled
version of HRK will not be able to provide a reliable description of the RK model. Instead,
in the range of small interaction parameters ti/J � 1 we can do much better since an
exact solution of the RK model is available and can be traced back to the classical case
explored in the previous sections. Here, a suitable approximation in the regime of small
ti � J is to fix the χi via the classical correlations introduced in the previous section.
This idea corresponds to multiplying the original interaction paramter ti with the classical
conditional probability of finding a bosonic dimer in a suitable position relative to the
fermion such that a ti process can occur, yielding the hopping parameters

t̃i = ti ·
Qc[(0, x), (rti , x+ ηti)]

Qc[(0, x)]
≡ ti ·Qc[(rti , x+ ηti)|(0, x)] (2.31)

where rti and ηti are displacement vector and change in orientation of the bosonic dimer
relative to the fermion in a given ti process. As laid out in [1], this approach assumes
an equal weight bosonic background configuration, which can be assumed true for the
considered limit ti � J . Using the relations found in Eq.(2.19) and (2.20) we find t̃1 = 1

2
t1,

t̃2 = 1
2
t2 and t̃3 = 1

π
t3. Examples for the resulting fermion dispersion from Eq.(2.30) and

comparison with results obtained from exact diagonalization studies on a 6× 6 lattice are
given in Fig.(15) and (16).

Note that for parameters outside the regime of small boson-fermion interactions, we can
interpret the mean-fields as effective classical dimer correlations which differ from the just
introduced ti = 0 correlations due to the presence of fermionic interactions with the bosonic
background. Close to such an inserted fermion, the ti interactions will cause modified
correlations with respect to the classical dimer model that resume their classical values
upon moving away from the fermion and into the bosonic bulk. The HRK Hamiltonian
then penalizes the modifications of the correlations close to the fermion and thus limits the
region in which such modifications take place. The crucial ingredient in modelling such
an approach is to find a suitable expression for the energy penalty associated to altered
correlations. We will come back to this question in the context of a maximally simplified
fermion-boson model (featuring only t1-processes) later in Sec.(5). For now, we intend to
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2.3 A quantum dimer model for the cuprate pseudogap phase

find a suitable description not only of the dispersion but also the quasiparticle residue and
thus of the coherent part of the spectral function in the regime of small ti. As opposed
to the mean-field approximation just reviewed, we will explore the use of diagrammatic
techniques within this model, which we will find are made possible only because our dimer
Hamiltonian effectively realizes a fractionalized Fermi liquid.
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3 Diagrammatic approach for the spectral function

We present a diagramatic approach to the dimer model at hand and compute the electron
spectral function, from which dispersion and quasiparticle residuum can be inferred via a
Bethe-Salpeter equation for the effective four-point vertex. Although our model Hamilto-
nian does not contain a quadratic part and therefore neither a small parameter that would
rigorously justify the use of such a diagrammatic approach, we nevertheless find the results
to give a good match to the numerical outcomes in a certain region of parameter space.
We comment on the validity of this approach and note that diagrammatic approaches to
systems without small parameters have succesfully been applied before, see e.g. [44] for
an fRG approach to a slave-fermion description of the frustrated Heisenberg model on a
square lattice. Our model yet differs from such slave fermion descriptions of spin systems,
as we also encounter bosons on the links of the lattice, which leads to complications in the
diagrammatic implementation of the hard-core constraint. Furthermore, the RK model can
be rephrased as a U(1) gauge theory with instabilities towards confining VBS states for
any set of parameters differing from J = V . A perturbative expansion in J or V can thus
not be realized within a diagrammatic approach and we need to implement to properties of
the bosonic background system at J = V into the following diagrammatics via a different
method, laid out in Sec.(3.4). A condensed version of the following results can be found
as a section in [34].

3.1 Functional approach

This section is devoted to establishing the basis of our approach and to developing func-
tional expressions for the quantities we aim to investigate. We set up the path integral
action of our dimer model and express the electronic spectral function in a way suitable
to be tackled within this framework. We go through this calculation step by step to keep
track of the correct signs and prefactors.

3.1.1 The action

We introduce imaginary time-dependent complex-valued fields D̄i,η(τ), Di,η(τ) for the bosonic,
as well as Grassmann-valued fields F̄i,η,α(τ), Fi,η,α(τ) for the fermionic degrees of freedom
and start out with the functional integral expression for the partition function,

Z =

∫
D
[
D̄, F̄ , D, F

]
exp

{
−S
[
D̄, F̄ , D, F

]}
, (3.1)

and the associated expectation values, respective correlation functions,

〈
A
[
D̄, F̄ , D, F

]〉
=

1

Z

∫
D
[
D̄, F̄ , D, F

]
A
[
D̄, F̄ , D, F

]
exp

{
−S
[
D̄, F̄ , D, F

]}
, (3.2)

where the quantity A[D̄, F̄ , D, F ] depends on the fields D̄, F̄ , D, F . The above expressions
are determined by the imaginary time action
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3.1 Functional approach

S[F̄ , D̄, F,D] =

∫ β

0

dτ

{
H
[
F̄ (τ), D̄(τ), F (τ), D(τ)

]
+
∑
i,η,α

F̄i,η,α(τ) (∂τ − µf )Fi,η,α(τ)

+
∑
i,η

D̄i,η(τ) (∂τ − µb)Di,η(τ)

}
,

(3.3)
with the full, normal ordered model Hamiltonian and with additional chemical potentials
µf and µb fixing the densities of fermionic and bosonic dimers on a mean field level. The
imaginary time label assumes values in [0, β], where β denotes inverse temperature.

Note that assuming constant chemical potentials for the two dimer species (i.e. trans-
lational invariant, µb/f,i,η1 = µb/f,j,η2 and independent of each other) corresponds to a
parameter regime in which the ground state is translational invariant, consistent with the
RVB state which the bosonic background is assumed to adopt. In other words, we expect
our approach to be valid in a regime of small ti-parameters, as for ti = 0, the translational
invariant RVB state is the exact ground state of the model. More precisely, ti/J � 1 and
small doping p � 1 are two requirements for the validity of this functional approach. In
the following we will work with the chemical potentials that arise from the conditions

nF (−µf ) =
1

e−βµf + 1
=
p

4
(3.4)

and

nB(−µb) =
1

e−βµb − 1
=

1− p
4

(3.5)

for the average fermionic/bosonic dimer density on a given link of the lattice. Here, nF and
nB denote the Fermi-Dirac- and the Bose-Einstein-distribution, respectively. They obey
the relation

nF (−µf ) + nB(−µb) =
1

4
(3.6)

for all values p of the doping (as well as for all temperatures, where we will always take
the limit T → 0 to compare the results to exact diagonalization outcomes), in concordance
with the hard-core requirement on a mean field level.

As mentioned in the prelude to Sec.(3), we can not expect a perturbative expansion of
the action in HRK to yield realistic results. Thus, for all practical purposes, we neglect HRK

in the action of Eq.(3.3) and only use the boson-fermion interactions of H1 for expansions
in the parameters ti. This leaves us with an action that assumes a translational invariant
and static bosonic background, with the hard-core constraint implemented on a mean field
level via the chemical potential.

Changing into momentum and frequency basis results in the following action,

S[F̄ , D̄, F,D] =
∑

q1,q2,q3,q4

{
H
[
F̄q1 , D̄q2 , Dq3 , Fq4

]}
× δ(q1 + q2 − q3 − q4)+

+
∑
q,η,α

F̄q,η,α(iω) (−iω − µf )Fq,η,α(iω) +
∑
q,η

D̄q,η(iω) (−iω − µb)Dq,η(iω).

(3.7)
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3.1 Functional approach

Here, q = (q, iω) with q = (qx, qy) and
∑

q =
∑

q,iω denotes the sum over momenta q
as well as Matsubara frequencies iω, which take the values iω = 2πin/β for bosonic and
πi(2n+ 1)/β for fermionic degrees of freedom (n ∈ N). The momentum space form of the
part of the Hamiltonian which contains interactions between fermionic and bosonic dimers
is in turn given by

H1 = Ht1 +Ht2 +Ht3 , (3.8)

where the three terms corresponding to the three fundamental interaction processes are

Ht1 = − t1
βN

∑
q1,..,q4

{(
ei(q4,y−q2,y) + ei(q3,y−q1,y)

)
F̄q1,xD̄q2,xDq3,xFq4,x+

+
(
ei(q4,x−q2,x) + ei(q3,x−q1,x)

)
F̄q1,yD̄q2,yDq3,yFq4,y

}
δ(q1 + q2 − q3 − q4),

(3.9)

Ht2 = − t2
βN

∑
q1,..,q4

{(
ei(q3,x−q2,y) + ei(q3,x−q1,y) + ei(q4,x−q2,y) + ei(q4,x−q1,y)

)
F̄q1,xD̄q2,xDq3,yFq4,y

+ (x↔ y) F̄q1,yD̄q2,yDq3,xFq4,x

}
δ(q1 + q2 − q3 − q4)

(3.10)
and

Ht3 =− t3
βN

∑
q1,..,q4

{(
ei(q4,x+q4,y−q2,x−q2,y) + ei(q4,x−q2,x) + ei(q4,y−2q4,x−q2,y+2q2,x)+

+ ei(−2q4,x+2q2,x) + ei(2q4,y−2q2,y) + ei(2q4,y−q4,x−2q2,y+q2,x) + ei(−q4,y+q2,y)+

+ ei(−q4,x−q4,y+q2,x+q2,y)
)
F̄q1,yD̄q2,xDq3,yFq4,x+

+
[
q4 ↔ q3, q2 ↔ q1

]
F̄q1,xD̄q2,yDq3,xFq4,y

}
δ(q1 + q2 − q3 − q4),

(3.11)

with the total number N of lattice sites. As there are no quadratic terms in the Hamiltonian
H, the bare Green’s functions for the two dimer species are, respectively,

G0
f (iω) =

1

iω + µf
(3.12)

for fermionic dimers and

G0
b(iω) =

1

iω + µb
(3.13)

for bosonic dimers, where the Matsubara frequency involved is either fermionic or bosonic.
Note that these bare propagators are diagonal in frequency, momentum and dimer orien-
tation index, as well as independent of the latter two. Furthermore, changing into real
space, the G0

f/b(iω) take the same form as in Eq.(3.12) and (3.13) and are thus diagonal
in site index i as well. From here one can readily see that the absence of a dispersion in
the propagators persists for the full propagators Gf/b, as hopping terms would violate the
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3.1 Functional approach

hard-core constraint. We hence obtain the conditions for the real space dimer density on
a given link, Eq.(3.4) and Eq.(3.5), from this functional approach via

1− p
4

= lim
τ→0−

−G0
b(τ) = − 1

β

∑
iω

G0
b(iω)eiω0+

= − 1

β

∑
iω

1

iω + µb
eiω0+

= nb(−µb), (3.14)

where a convergence generating factor eiω0+
is included in order for the sum over the bosonic

Matsubara frequencies to converge. This important factor arises when going back to the
derivation of the path integral expression for the propagator G0

b(iω) = −
〈
D(iω)D̄(iω)

〉
0

by splitting the imaginary time integral into small time steps and inserting complete sets
of coherent eigenstates. The same argument of course holds true likewise for the fermionic
dimer Green’s function.

3.1.2 Spectral function

The quantity of interest in this section is the electronic spectral function which is defined
as

A (p, ωp) =
1

π
Im

[
1

β

∫
dτ eiωpτ

〈
T̂τcp,α(τ)c†p,α(0)

〉]
iωp→ωp+i0+

, (3.15)

where cp,α(τ)/c†p,α(τ) denotes an electron annihilation/creation operator of momentum p,
spin α at imaginary time τ , the iωp are fermionic Matsubara frequencies. We hence need
to calculate the imaginary time ordered electronic propagator expressed in momentum
coordinates

Gc(p, τ) = −
〈
T̂τcp,α(τ)c†p,α(0)

〉
, (3.16)

where T̂τ represents the ordering operator for the imaginary time index τ . In order to
switch to dimer representation, we employ the expression from Eq.(2.25) for the ci,α in
terms of dimer operators. After inserting the Fourier transform

F †i−â,η,γDi−â,η =
1

N

∑
q1,q2

e−i(q1−q2)·iei(q1−q2)·â F †q1,η,γDq2,η (3.17)

into Eq.(2.25) while staying in imaginary time formalism, we obtain the expression

cp,α(τ) =
εαγ

2
√
N

∑
ηε{x,y}

(
1 + eipη

)∑
q

F †q,η,γ(τ)Dq+p,η(τ). (3.18)

This leads to the relation

cp,α(τ)c†p,α(0) =

=
1

4N

∑
η1,η2ε{x,y}

(
1 + e−ipη1

) (
1 + eipη2

) ∑
q1,q2

F †q1,η1,γ
(τ)Dq1+p,η1(τ)D†q2+p,η2

(0)Fq2,η2,γ(0),

(3.19)
where the fermionic dimer spin index is now implicitely fixed to γ = −α, implying that
the removal of an electron of spin α can only leave behind a fermion of spin −α.
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3.1 Functional approach

In order to find the spectral function, Eq.(3.19) shows that one needs to compute the
imaginary time-ordered 4-point dimer correlation function〈

T̂τF †q1,η1,γ
(τ)Dq1+p,η1(τ)D†q2+p,η2

(0)Fq2,η2,γ(0)
〉

(3.20)

which, within the functional framework, can be rewritten as〈
F̄q1,η1,γ(τ)Dq1+p,η1(τ)D̄q2+p,η2(0)Fq2,η2,γ(0)

〉
, (3.21)

where the average 〈...〉 is now taken in the functional sense of Eq.(3.2) with respect to the
action given in Eq.(3.3). The time ordering from Eq.(3.20) is automatically accounted for
in the functional approach. From here we change to Matsubara formalism by inserting a
Fourier transform with respect to imaginary time:

ψ(iω) =
1√
β

∫ β

0

dτ eiωτψ(τ) −→ ψ(τ) =
1√
β

∑
iω

e−iωτψ(iω) (3.22)

which leads to

Gc(p, α, τ) =

= − 1

4βN

∑
η1,η2ε{x,y}

(
1 + e−ipη1

) (
1 + eipη2

) ∑
iω1,..,iω4

∑
q1,q2

{
e(iω1−iω4)τ×

〈
F̄q1,η1,γ(iω1)Dq1+p,η1(iω4)D̄q2+p,η2(iω3)Fq2,η2,γ(iω2)

〉}
δ(iω1 + iω3 − iω2 − iω4).

(3.23)
Applying another Fourier transform results in an expression for the electronic Green’s
function expressed in terms of Matsubara frequencies:

Gc(p, iωp, α) =
1

β

∫
dτ eiωpτ Gc(p, τ, α) =

= − 1

4β2N

∫
dτ

∑
η1,η2ε{x,y}

(
1 + e−ipη1

) (
1 + eipη2

) ∑
iω1,..,iω4

∑
q1,q2

{
e(iωp+iω1−iω4)τ×

〈
F̄q1,η1,γ(iω1)Dq1+p,η1(iω4)D̄q2+p,η2(iω3)Fq2,η2,γ(iω2)

〉}
δ(iω1 + iω3 − iω2 − iω4) =

= − 1

4βN

∑
η1,η2ε{x,y}

(
1 + e−ipη1

) (
1 + eipη2

)
×

∑
iω1,iω2

∑
q1,q2

{〈
F̄q1,η1,γ(iω1)Dq1+p,η1(iω1 + iωp)D̄q2+p,η2(iω2 + iωp)Fq2,η2,γ(iω2)

〉}
,

(3.24)
where we inserted the identity

1

β

∫
dτ e(iωp+iω1−iω4)τ = δ(iωp + iω1 − iω4). (3.25)
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3.1 Functional approach

Using the compact notation q ≡ (iωq, q), we obtain in a more dense form the relation

Gc(p, iωp, α) =
1

4βN

∑
η1,η2ε{x,y}

(
1 + e−ipη1

) (
1 + eipη2

)∑
q1,q2

〈
Fq2,η2Dq1+p,η1D̄q2+p,η2F̄q1,η1

〉
,

(3.26)
in which the spin index γ = −α is implicitely implied for all fermionic Dimer operators
and where the expression acquires an additional minus sign from exchanging the position
of the two Grassmann variables F and F̄ . We are now in a position to calculate this
Green’s function using the action from Eq.(3.7) by means of ordinary functional methods
from many body theory, starting from the bare propagators Eq.(3.12) and Eq.(3.13) and
the interacting Hamiltonian from Eq.(3.8).

Subsequently, the electronic spectral function follows from

A(p, ωp) = − 1

π
Im
[
GRc (p, ωp)

]
(3.27)

where the so-called retarded Green’s function is obtained from the analytic continuation
procedure

GRc (p, ωp) = Gc(p, iωp → ωp + i0+). (3.28)

The focus of our calculations will now be to evaluate the expression for the functional
average in Eq.(3.26),〈

Fq2,η2Dq1+p,η1D̄q2+p,η2F̄q1,η1

〉
=δq1,q2Gf (q1)Gb(q1 + p)+

+Gf (q2)Gb(q1 + p) Γ̃η1,η2,η1,η2(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2)Gb(q2 + p)Gf (q1).
(3.29)

The first contribution is just the zeroth order and thus disconnected part of a diagrammatic
treatment while the second term is expressed via the full 4-point interaction vertex

Γ̃η1,η2,η1,η2(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) (3.30)

which describes the effective interaction process between an ingoing fermionic dimer with a
set of indices (q2, η2) and an ingoing bosonic dimer with (q1 + p, η1) which leads to outging
(q1, η1) (fermionic) and (q2 + p, η2) (bosonic) dimers. Hence, in this particular choice of
notation,

Γ̃ = Γ̃ηf,out,ηb,out,ηb,in,ηf,in(qf,out, qb,out, qb,in, qf,in). (3.31)

Note that the bare interaction vertex, denoted by Γ, is fully determined by the Hamiltonian
from Eq.(3.8).

To proceed with our calculation a choice needs to be made for the full fermionic and
bosonic dimer propagators Gf and Gb which appear in Eq.(3.29) and are initially unknown.
In our approach, we choose to make the approximation to replace these by their respective
initial bare propagator, whose form we determined in Eq.(3.12) and Eq.(3.13), i.e.

Gf (q)→ G0
f (q) and Gb(q)→ G0

b(q). (3.32)

The motivation for this approximation originates from the diagonality of the propagators,
which, as mentioned above, holds true for bare as well as full propagators since the dimer-
dimer interactions of our model locally conserve the hard-core constraint. Therefore, the
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3.1 Functional approach

full propagator can not develop an effective dispersion for either of the two dimer species,
which would result in a propagator of the form

Gf (q) =
1

iωq − εq + µf
. (3.33)

Furthermore, the chemical potentials µf and µb are already fixed to the values in Eq.(3.4)
and Eq.(3.5), again as a consequence of the hard-core constraint which fixes the average
dimer densities associated to the chemical potentials. The self-energy of bosonic as well as
fermionic dimers can hence only be purely imaginary, i.e.

Σf/b(q, iωq)
∗ = −Σf/b(q, iωq). (3.34)

Typically, we expect this imaginary part to be of a form Σf/b(q, iωq) = 1
τf/b

sgn(ωq) that

leads to finite particle lifetimes τf/b which merely result in a broadening of the associated
spectral delta peaks into lorentzian shape. But such a broadening can also be done at a
later point by hand via replacing iωp → ωp + i 1

τ
instead of iωp → ωp + i0+ in Eq.(3.28).

We therefore keep the propagators in their bare form to simplify calculations. Generically,
the purely imaginary self-energy of Eq.(3.34) also allows for a momentum dependence and
a more complicated dependence on the Matsubara frequency, yet here we assume these
dependencies to be negligible.

With this approximation at hand we update our expression for the electronic Green’s
function to

Gc(p) =
1

4βN

∑
η1,η2

(
1 + e−ipη1

) (
1 + eipη2

)∑
q1,q2

[
δq1,q2δη1,η2 G

0
f (iω1)G0

b(iω1 + iωp)+

+G0
f (iω1)G0

b(iω1 + iωp) Γ̃η1,η2,η1,η2(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) G0
f (iω2)G0

b(iω2 + iωp)

]
.

(3.35)

Note that the first term in the square brackets, i.e. the zeroth order contribution to the
Green’s function, reduces to

δη1,η2

∑
q1,q2

δq1,q2G
0
f (iω1)G0

b(iω1 + iωp) = δη1,η2N ·
∑
iω1

1

iω1 + µf
· 1

iω1 + iωp + µb
=

= δη1,η2Nβψ(iωp),

(3.36)

where we defined the function

ψ(iωp) =
nF (−µf ) + nB(−µb)

iωp + µb − µf
=

1

4

1

iωp + µb − µf
(3.37)

which results from performing the (fermionic) Matsubara sum in Eq.(3.36) and which will
appear again later in this calculation. Note here that ψ(iωp) ∝ nF (−µf )+nB(−µb) = nD is
proportional to the total average dimer density nD on a given link, i.e. formally nD = nD,i,η.
We will use this property later in the context of implementing the hard-core constraint
more rigorously into our approach. Note further that because the bare propagators do
not depend on momentum, the momentum summations in the second term in the square
brackets of Eq.(3.35) are attached to the interaction vertex only.
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3.1 Functional approach

For T → 0, both µf → 0 and µb → 0 and the zeroth order spectral function is just a
delta peak at ωp = 0 with quasiparticle weight

Z0(p) =
1

16

∑
η

(
1 + e−ipη

) (
1 + eipη

)
=

1

4

[
cos2

(px
2

)
+ cos2

(py
2

)]
, (3.38)

which can be deduced easily from the form of the zeroth order electronic Green’s function

G0
c (p) =

1

4

∑
η1,η2

δη1,η2

(
1 + e−ipη1

) (
1 + eipη2

)
ψ(iωp). (3.39)

As will be proven later in this thesis, this result for the quasiparticle residuum is
indeed exact at the non-interacting point where all ti = 0. This is just what we expect
for a zeroth order approximation in the noninteracting limit, giving us confidence that this
diagrammatic approach can indeed capture the essential features of the dimer model at
hand. Furthermore, the result of Eq.(3.39) can be shown to yield the correct normalization
of the spectral function. That is, if we recall the definition of the spectral function for the
system with one fermionic dimer considered in [1], the non-vanishing hole-part written in
Lehmann representation and in the zero temperature limit is given by

A−(p, ω) =
∑
n

|〈n | c−p |RK〉|2 δ(ω − (εRK − εn)), (3.40)

where the sum
∑

n runs over all eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian H with one fermionic
dimer and where we suppressed the electron spin index α. The particle-part of the spectral
function would correspondingly be given by

A+(p, ω) =
∑
m

∣∣∣〈m ∣∣∣ c†−p ∣∣∣RK〉∣∣∣2 δ(ω + (εRK − εm)) = 0 (3.41)

and has to vanish due to c†−p |RK〉 = 0 using the dimer representation of c−p from Eq.(2.25),
as no fermionic dimers can be removed from the already purely bosonic RK wave function.
Normalization by integration over frequency thus yields∫

dω A(p, ω) =

∫
dω A−(p, ω) =

〈
RK

∣∣∣ c†−pc−p ∣∣∣RK〉 = Z0(p), (3.42)

where the last equality can be shown by expressing Eq.(3.42) again in terms of the real
space form of the operators ci in dimer representation. The normalization of the spectral
function thus deviates from the usual normalization to unity for fermionic particles. This
discrepancy is due to expressing the electron operator in the reduced Hilbert space of dimer
coverings, an aspect which we will return to in Sec.(4).

Note also that if we wanted to attach a dispersion to the effective fermionic quasipar-
ticles created by inserting holes into the system at ti = 0, we would simply obtain a flat
band in the BZ located at an energy εp = 0 in the zero temperature limit T → 0.
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3.2 The particle-hole ladder

3.2 The particle-hole ladder

We turn our attention to the second term in Eq.(3.35) and calculate the effective interaction
vertex Γ̃ using a ladder approximation which can be carried out by solving a Bethe-Salpeter
equation. We find that in the given model, the exchange channel particle-hole ladder can
indeed be computed exactly and can be shown to yield a good approximation for the vertex.
One can verify this by comparing the resulting dispersion and quasiparticle residuum to
the outcomes of the mean field approach and exact diagonalization studies.

We start with the particle-hole ladder displayed diagrammatically in Fig.(7). The
corresponding Bethe-Salpeter equation we have to solve reads

Γ̃ηf,oηb,oηb,iηf,i(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) = Γηf,oηb,oηb,iηf,i(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2)+

+
∑
η̃f ,η̃b,q̃

{
Γηf,oη̃bηb,iη̃f (q1, q̃ + p, q1 + p, q̃) G0

f (q̃) G
0
b(q̃ + p) Γ̃η̃fηb,oη̃bηf,i(q̃, q2 + p, q̃ + p, q2)

}
,

(3.43)
where our aim is to determine the effective vertex Γ̃ as a function of the known bare vertex
Γ.

Γ ΓΓ
˜

Γ
˜

p+q1,ηb,i p+q2,ηb,o

q1,ηf ,o q2,ηf ,i

p+q1,ηb,i p+q2,ηb,o

q1,ηf ,o q2,ηf ,i

p+q1,ηb,i p+q2,ηb,o

q1,ηf ,o q2,ηf ,i

p+q
˜
,η
˜
b

q
˜
,η
˜
f

Figure 7: Bethe-Salpeter equation for the effective interation vertex Γ̃. Dashed blue lines
mark the bare propagators of bosonic dimers, solid red lines those of fermionic dimers.
Blank boxes represent the bare vertex Γ while shaded boxes mark the effective 4-point inter-
action vertex. This diagrammatic approach sums over all m-rung (i.e. m loops) particle-
hole ladder diagrams from m = 0 to m→∞.

Since the bare vertex Γ is obviously independent of frequency, i.e.

Γηf,oηb,oηb,iηf,i(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) = Γηf,oηb,oηb,iηf,i(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2), (3.44)

and we are evaluating only the contribution of the particle-hole ladder to the full vertex,
Γ̃ can only depend on the difference of the frequencies of an ingoing fermionic (bosonic)
dimer and an outgoing bosonic (fermionic) dimer. This is just given by the frequency iωp,
i.e. the electronic Matsubara frequency. Hence, we can insert

Γ̃ηf,oηb,oηb,iηf,i(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) = Γ̃ηf,oηb,oηb,iηf,i(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2, iωp) (3.45)

into Eq.(3.43). The summation over the Matsubara frequencies iωq̃ then only runs over
the product of the two bare propagators G0

f (iωq̃)G
0
b(iωq̃ + iωp) and results in the function

ψ(iωp) for the particle-hole bubble to yield

Γη1η2η1η2(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) = Γ̃η1η2η1η2(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2)−

−
∑
η̃f ,η̃b

βψ(iωp)

{∑
q̃

Γη1η̃bη1η̃f (q1, q̃ + p, q1 + p, q̃) Γ̃η̃fη2η̃bη2(q̃, q2 + p, q̃ + p, q2)

}
,

(3.46)
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3.2 The particle-hole ladder

where the equation was rearranged and the values for ηf,i, ηf,o, ηb,i, ηb,o from Eq.(3.29) were
plugged in. Such Bethe-Salpeter equations can typically not be solved in general, but we
will now make contact with the explicit form of the bare vertex from Eq.(3.8) to see that
in the particle-hole ladder, the usually complicated sum over q̃ becomes trivial.

First, one can see from the diagram in Fig.(8) that for an ingoing fermionic and bosonic
dimers with respective orientations η2 and η1 which exchange this orientation in the course
of a particle-hole ladder like process, the virtual orientations η̃f and η̃b of the intermediate
steps have to be equal. This becomes clear when looking at the general m-rung ladder
diagram, starting from one of its end points. If one e.g. looks at the rightmost interaction
line of the diagram in Fig.(8), the orientation of the ingoing fermionic dimer (η2) equals
the orientation of the outgoing bosonic dimer (also η2). If this rightmost interaction line
corresponded to a t1 interaction (i.e. we take the Γt1 part of the bare vertex), then η̃f,m =
η2 = η̃b,m = η2 would be implied immediately. Analogously, if we consider a t3 interaction
line, η̃f,m = η̃b,m = η̄2 is automatically fixed. A t2 interaction on the other hand is not
possible in such a particle-hole like diagram, as for this interaction type, ingoing and
outgoing dimers of a given interaction line must have differing orientation indices. Since
at the rightmost interaction line ηf,i = ηb,o = η2, this rightmost line can not be a t2 line.
On the other hand, we know that for t1 and t3, η̃f,m = η̃b,m is implied and hence also the
second rightmost interaction line can not be a t2 line. It follows that in the particle-hole
ladder, only t1 and t3 do contribute, t2 can not appear in this approximation.

So far, our particle-hole ladder approach can hence not capture the effects of the t2
interaction and the model which we can hope to describe by this Ansatz is for now effectively
reduced to the t2 = 0 case. Nevertheless, the absence of t2 in the particle-hole ladder is the
crucial part which will allow to solve the corresponding Bethe-Salpeter equation exactly.

Γ Γ Γ Γ

p+q1,η1

q1,η1 q
˜
1,η
˜
1

p+q
˜
1,η
˜
1

q
˜
m,η
˜
m

p+q
˜
m,η
˜
m p+q2,η2

q2,η2

Figure 8: Diagram of the m-rung contribution to the sum over all particle-hole ladder dia-
grams. As explained in the main text, a diagram like this can never contain t2 interactions,
i.e. Γ = Γt1 or Γ = Γt3 holds true for every bare vertex in this diagram.

We insert η̃f = η̃b = η̃ into Eq.(3.46) and obtain

Γη1η2η1η2(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) = Γ̃η1η2η1η2(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2)−

−
∑
η̃

βψ(iωp)

{∑
q̃

Γη1η̃η1η̃(q1, q̃ + p, q1 + p, q̃) Γ̃η̃η2η̃η2(q̃, q2 + p, q̃ + p, q2)

}
.

(3.47)

The relevant bare vertices that enter Eq.(3.47) are hence

Γxxxx(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) = Γxxxx(p) =
2t1
βN

cos(py) (3.48)
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3.2 The particle-hole ladder

Γyyyy(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) = Γyyyy(p) =
2t1
βN

cos(px) (3.49)

Γxyxy(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) = Γxyxy(p) ≡ t3
βN

C(p) =

=
t3
βN

(
ei(px+py)+eipx + ei(py−2px) + e−2ipx + e2ipy + ei(2py−px) + e−ipy + e−i(px+py)

) (3.50)

Γyxyx(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) = Γyxyx(p) =
t3
βN

C∗(p) =
t3
βN

C(−p) (3.51)

which follow from the Hamiltonian and contain only t1 and t3 as parameters. These vertices
further depend only on the electronic momentum p and we can therefore assume the same
property for the effective vertex, i.e.

Γ̃η1η2η1η2(q1, q2 + p, q1 + p, q2) = Γ̃η1η2η1η2(p). (3.52)

The integral over the loop momentum q̃ in Eq.(3.47) is now trivial and we arrive at the
equation

Γη1η2η1η2(p) = Γ̃η1η2η1η2(p)− βNψ(iωp)
∑
η̃

{
Γη1η̃η1η̃(p) Γ̃η̃η2η̃η2(p)

}
. (3.53)

We can solve this equation for Γ̃ by bringing it into matrix form with respect to the dimer
orientation indices. To this end, we rewrite Eq.(3.53) as

Γη1η2η1η2(p) =
∑
η̃1,η̃2

{
δη1,η̃1δη2,η̃2 − βNψ(iωp)Γ

η1η̃1η1η̃1(p) δη2,η̃2

}
Γ̃η̃1η̃2η̃1η̃2(p). (3.54)

Upon defining the vectors

~Γ(p) ≡


Γxxxx(p)
Γxyxy(p)
Γyxyx(p)
Γyyyy(p)

 and ~̃Γ(p) ≡


Γ̃xxxx(p)

Γ̃xyxy(p)

Γ̃yxyx(p)

Γ̃yyyy(p)

 , (3.55)

we can express Eq.(3.54) as a matrix equation:

~Γ(p) =


1− βNψ Γxxxx 0 −βNψ Γxyxy 0

0 1− βNψ Γxxxx 0 −βNψ Γxyxy

−βNψ Γyxyx 0 1− βNψ Γyyyy 0
0 −βNψ Γyxyx 0 1− βNψ Γyyyy

 · ~̃Γ(p) =

M(p) · ~̃Γ(p)
(3.56)

where the dependencies ψ = ψ(iωp) and Γ = Γ(p) are assumed implicitely. Inserting the
vertices from Eq.(3.48)-(3.51), the matrix M becomes

M(p) =


1− 2t1ψ cos(py) 0 −t3ψC(p) 0

0 1− 2t1ψ cos(py) 0 −t3ψC(p)
−t3ψC∗(p) 0 1− 2t1ψ cos(px) 0

0 −t3ψC∗(p) 0 1− 2t1ψ cos(px)


(3.57)
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and

~Γ(p) =
1

βV


2t1 cos(py)
t3C(p)
t3C

∗(p)
2t1 cos(px)

 . (3.58)

The effective vertex may then be extracted by straightforward matrix inversion,

~̃Γ(p) = [M(p)]−1 · ~Γ(p). (3.59)

Before examining the spectral function that results from Eq.(3.59), we comment on
the ladder approach that was employed. Since we only included the t1- and t3-exchange
interactions for now, the particle-hole bubble ψ(iωp) is trivial to compute and we expect
the ladder approach in the exchange channel we employed above to yield realistic results
for the system. An analysis of the vertex structure thus naturally leads to the above ladder
approach which results in a simple geometric sum equation for the effective vertex, only
with an additional matrix structure corresponding to the dimer orientation index. In order
to proceed and also include the t2-terms within our approach, we can thus try to project
the correlated hopping terms t2 to effective exchange interactions, making them accessible
within the above ladder approach. We will explore and implement this projection procedure
in the following section.

3.3 Including the t2-term

In the particle-hole ladder considered so far, the t2-term does not contribute as there
is no way for the t2-processes to lead to an exchange of a fermionic and a bosonic dimer
(which is what is described by the ph-ladder diagrams) without taking into account bosonic
background interactions. As these are not included in the approach, we hence loose the
effects of the t2-terms. Nevertheless, close to the RK-point, we can substitute the original
t2 flip-terms in the Hamiltonian by effective t2 exchange interactions. We will then find
that these effective exchange interactions reproduce the correct terms that we expect the
original t2 interaction to contribute to the functional expression for the spectral function
in the exchange channel. This approach effectively takes into account bosonic background
plaquette flips and should again be valid close to the RK-point.

First, we need to argue which physical processes including t2-terms we expect to con-
tribute to the expression of the spectral function by an overall exchange of two dimers,

which is essentially determined by the functional average
〈
Fq2,η2Dq1+p,η1D̄q2+p,η2F̄q1,η1

〉
.

Observe that the two dimer species exchange their respective orientation in the course of
the process. Since the t2-term is not an exchange term, we conclude that there cannot
be a first order contribution by t2 to this functional average. Possible contributions to〈
Fq2,η2Dq1+p,η1D̄q2+p,η2F̄q1,η1

〉
that involve t2 hence arise from diagrams that necessarily

feature more than one (possibly purely bosonic) interaction line. In other words, the t2-
terms contribute to produce induced effective exchanges at higher order. We show some
possibilities of such induced exchanges in Fig.(9) The crucial step is now to substitute
Ht2 → H̃t2 with

H̃t2 = −t2
∑
i

F †i,yD
†
i+ŷ,xDi,yFi+ŷ,x + 7 terms, (3.60)
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3.3 Including the t2-term

-t2 -t2

(a)

-t2 -t1 -J

(b)

-t2 -t3 -J

(c)

Figure 9: A number of possible effective exchanges induced by the t2-term. In (a), two t2-
flips combine to form an effective t1-exchange. In (b), a t2-flip combines with a t1-exchange
and a subsequent J-plaquette flip which resets the bosonic background to its starting con-
figuration. We are left with an overall t3-exchange. In (c), a new effective exchange is
induced by combining t2- with a t3-exchange and the necessary J-plaquette flip.

where the 7 terms not displayed are generated from the first one by application of the
lattice symmetry group. Note that these exchange terms project on configurations which
explicitely violate the hard-core constraint. This should however not affect the validity
of our approach, as we assumed a translational invariant dimer density and the effective
terms of Eq.(3.60) should be viewed in a mean field sense. Nevertheless, an important
property of H̃t2 is its blockdiagonality with respect to the spaces of constraint-fulfilling
and non-constraint configurations: Let C denote all possible hard-core dimer configurations
(including fermionic dimers) on the lattice, then for every c ∈ C, c̃ /∈ C〈

c̃
∣∣∣ H̃t2

∣∣∣ c〉 = 0. (3.61)

This feature is crucial to ensure that Eq.(3.34) remains valid, i.e. the self energies Σf/b(q, iωq)
of both dimer species must stay purely imaginary.

It is then possible to convince oneself that the effective exchanges involving t2-terms
are induced exactly by the first-order exchange interaction of H̃t2 from Eq.(3.61). With
this substitution we effectively included bosonic plaquette flips that are necessary to bring
back the bosonic background configuration into its original state from before the t2 flip,
compare Fig.(9). This is necessary, as the background must be left unaltered in order to

obtain a contribution to
〈
Fq2,η2Dq1+p,η1D̄q2+p,η2F̄q1,η1

〉
. Diagrammatically, we can illustrate

the situation in real space via Fig.(10). The vertex Γt̃2 of the effective first order t2-exchange
is generated by the original Γt2 and a J-flip of a bosonic plaquette. This effective vertex
can then be inserted into the particle-hole ladder diagrams at every step just like a bare
exchange term. One can check that the possible real space processes in Fig.(9) can indeed
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3.4 The hard-core constraint

be represented in terms of ladder diagrams which feature Γt1 , Γt3 and the Γt̃2 from Fig.(10).

We can insert H̃t2 from Eq.(3.60) into the ph-ladder approach which yields new bare vertices

t
˜
2

t2

J

i,x

i,x

i,y

i,y

i,x

i,x

i,y

i,y

i+x,y i+y,x

Figure 10: Effective vertex for the t2-interaction terms which includes a bosonic plaquette
flip J in order to render the original Γt2 into an exchange interaction.

Γxyxy(p) =
t3
βN

(
ei(px+py) + eipx + ei(py−2px) + e−2ipx + e2ipy + ei(2py−px) + e−ipy + e−i(px+py)

)
+
t2
βN

(
1 + eipx

) (
1 + e−ipy

)
Γyxyx(p) =Γxyxy(−p)

(3.62)
which have to be insterted into the matrix equation from Eq.(3.56) in order to obtain the
effective vertex Γ̃.

3.4 The hard-core constraint

The way we defined our many-body theory, we included the hard-core constraint only in
a mean field way via the chemical potential which fixes the average density of a given
dimer species. As described above, this was done in a way such that the overall average
density for a given link on the lattice is just 1/4. In this section we argue how one can
systematically implement the hard-core constraint into this functional setting under the
assumption of a translationally invariant RK-like background structure by making use of
the known classical dimer-dimer correlations. In first order, the argument reduces to the
one already encountered in the mean field description of Sec.(2.3.2) which will allow us
to make progress by a simple substitution of the vertex parameters ti with their effective
values induced by the constraint.

The action S of Eq.(3.7) does not contain any interaction terms that disfavour the
occupation of a single site by multiple dimers. Adding such terms (which could in principle
be done by considering a strong on-site repulsion and suitable nearest neighbour interaction
terms) is be expected to change the effective interaction which is generated by the ti.
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3.4 The hard-core constraint

This change can be imagined to be due to a change in the densities of the dimers which
participate in a ti-interaction process. Just like in the case of the mean-field theory from
above, a given ti-process can occur only if two dimers are positioned in a suitable way
relative to each other. In our current average constraint, the probability of this to happen
is given just by the product of the corresponding probabilites of a dimer occupying one of
the respective sites involved in the process, namely 1/4 × 1/4. Remembering our initial
assumption ti/J � 1, we note that we are expanding around the RK-point where the
exact wavefunction is the RK equal weight superposition state of all dimer coverings on
the square lattice. A rigorous treatment of the hard-core constraint via additional terms
in the action should therefore enforce the realization of the RK-like bosonic background.
In this case, the probability of having two dimers in a position that allows for a ti process
and hence the product of the corresponding effective average occupations numbers is then
given by the classical dimer-dimer correlation function. In our approach, the Feynman
diagram of a bare ti interaction process is simply given by

G0
f (q1)G0

b(p+ q1)Γη1η2η1η2(p)G0
f (q2)G0

b(p+ q2). (3.63)

After summation over the external momenta and frequencies q1 and q2, the contribution
to the spectral function of this simple diagram is just ψ(iωp)Γ

η1η2η1η2(p)ψ(iωp), where the
function ψ(iωp) is proportional to the total dimer density nD,i,η = 1/4 on a given link
(i, η), see Eq.(3.37). We illustrate the process in real space in Fig.(11). Implementing the
constraint in a more rigorous way, we have to change the density of the dimers on the link
to the right of the interaction line in Fig.(11) to the value of the classical dimer correlation
function under the assumption that the link to the left of the interaction line is occupied.
Similar to the MFT from Sec.(2.3.2), this leads us to the replacements

t1 →
4

2
t1 = 2t1 (3.64)

t2 → 2t2 (3.65)

t3 →
4

π
t3 (3.66)

for every bare interaction line. By this procedure, we effectively substitute the density
1/4 on a given link by the conditional density (i.e. conditional probability) 1/2 or 1/π on
the same link. Attention has to be paid only for the effective t2-exchange from Sec.(3.3),
which projects on non-constraint configurations. In that case, we substitute with the
classical probability for an original t2-process to occur, which leads to Eq.(3.65). Note that
alltough we make use of a classical correlation function, we expect this substitution to be
valid in our theory, as expectation values in the exactly solvable RK-model correspond to
expectation values of the classical dimer problem at T = ∞. It is also evident that the
replacements Eq.(3.64), (3.65) and (3.66) implement the constraint at first order in the
interaction parameters ti. For a general real space m-rung ph-ladder diagram of Fig.(12),
one would have to substitute the product of the dimer densities of every rung by the
classical probability of having all the links occuring in the rungs occupied with dimers. As
shown in Fig.(12), in every step of the ladder process the usual factor 1/4 is replaced by
the classical conditional probabilty of having the corresponding link occupied given that
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3.4 The hard-core constraint

Γ

i,η1

i,η1

j,η2

j,η2

nD,i,η1 nD,j,η2

Figure 11: Simplest Feynman diagram featuring the bare vertex in first order. Summing
over the two external frequencies iω1 and iω2 leads to a contribution proportional to ∝
nD,i,n1 · nD,j,n2. Implementing the hard-core dimer constraint, one of these densities has to
be substituted by the conditional density obtained from the classical dimer correlations.

Γ Γ Γ Γ

i,η1

i,η1 l1,η
˜
1

l1,η
˜
1

lm,η
˜
m

lm,η
˜
m j,η2

j,η2

Qc[i] Qc[i|l1] Qc[i,l1,...,lm-1|lm] Qc[i,l1,...,lm| j]

Figure 12: m-rung real space ladder diagram. In every step of the process, the average den-
sity Qc[i] = 1/4 on a given link (for abbreviation of notation we assume i = (i, η) to contain
the orientation as well) is replaced by the conditional classical probabilty Qc[i, l1, ..., ln|ln+1]
of finding a dimer on link ln+1 given that there are dimers on the links i, l1, ..., ln.

all the links from the previous steps are occupied. In the notation i = (i, η), the overall
factor multiplying the diagram is hence

4m+2Qc[i] ·Qc[i|l1]

(
m−1∏
n=1

Qc[i, l1, ..., ln|ln+1]

)
Qc[i, l1, ..., lm|j] = 4m+2Qc[i, l1, ..., lm, j].

(3.67)
This way, the whole interaction process is taken into account by the hard-core constraint.
In principle, given the RK-like background, this scheme allows to implement the constraint
exactly if we introduce the factors from Eq.(3.67) into all diagrams of our ph-ladder ap-
proach. Note that if one wants to go beyond first order in the constraint, these additional
factors cannot be attached to the vertices ti in a simple manner anymore as it was possible
in Eq.(3.64), (3.65) and (3.66). For every bare interaction line one would have to consider
the ”history” of the interaction process. At first order on the other hand, we only consider
the corresponding bare interaction line of the next step in a given process. Hence we dis-
card the preceeding process and are only interested in the next link relative to the current
one, which depends now only on ti. The full constraint is of course hard to implement and
in the following we are content with the first order replacements of Eq.(3.64), (3.65) and
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3.4 The hard-core constraint

(3.66) that have to be made in all the results of the next section, Sec.(3.5).
At this point we remark that we actually expect this first order replacement to yield

better results as compared to including the complete correlation Qc[i, l1, .., lm, j]. The
reason is the following: In our diagrammatic expansion, we did not include the bosonic
interaction terms proptional to V and J , as there is no quadratic term in the theory that
would allow to treat them within perturbation theory. Thus, the way our theory is set
up as of now, the background configuration of bosonic dimers is static, which leads to
the correlations Qc[i, l1, .., lm, j] of a given ladder process. This way, we lose track of the
possible rearrangements of the bosonic background always in between two interactions with
the fermionic dimer. This rearrangement occurs without a cost in energy at the RK-point.
Therefore, for a given ladder process, the background does not necessarily need to be set
up in a configuration that allows for all the steps in the ladder-process to occur, described
by Qc[i, l1, .., lm, j]. Instead, the background needs to be set up such that the first exchange
in that process can happen, corresponding to Qc[i, l1]. After that, the bosonic background
can rearrange via the RK-term and then needs to be set up such that the second exchange
can occur, corresponding to Qc[l1, l2]. This line of reasoning applies to every step in a given
ladder-process and we therefore arrive at the first order replacement of the Qc[i, l1, .., lm, j]-
version. This first order replacement then, by the arguments just given, effectively includes
the bosonic background interactions and is hence expected to yield good results.
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3.5 Results

3.5 Results

We present and analyze the results for the spectral function obtained by the derivations
of the previous section. From the spectral function we can infer a dispersion ε(p) for the
inserted holes, as well as the corresponding quasiparticle-residuum Z(p). We compare the
results for the dispersion with the mean field theory from Sec.(2.3.2) and check the agree-
ment of both dispersion and quasiparticle residuum with results from exact diagonalization
that were kindly provided by M. Punk and S. Huber.

3.5.1 Symmetries

We begin with the analysis of the symmetry properties that the spectral function resulting
from the ph-ladder approach exhibits. We insert the solution Eq.(3.59) for the effective
vertex into the expression from Eq.(3.35) for the electron propagator Gc and use the analytic
continuation procedure from Eq.(3.28) to obtain the spectral function via Eq.(3.27). In
the following we confine ourselves to the parameter regime of ti/J � 1, where we believe
our Ansatz to be valid.

We can consider the system to be filled with electrons (i.e. vanishing doping relative to
half-filling) in the beginning. Upon injecting holes into the system, the highest electronic
states become unoccupied. In a dual description, we insert holes into their lowest lying
energy states. Hence, to obtain the spectral function and thus the dispersion for the holes
from our electronic spectral function we have to make the replacement

A(p, ωp)→ A(−p,−ωp). (3.68)

One can now prove that the spectral function is symmetric under momentum-inversion p→
−p. We can show this explicitly by applying p → −p to the matrix equation Eq.(3.59).

Taking into consideration the form of the vector ~Γ(p) from Eq.(3.55) we note that this
transformation effectively acts as Γη1η2η1η2(−p) = Γη2η1η2η1(p), i.e. as an exchange of dimer

orientations. We denote this as ~Γ(−p) = ~Γη1↔η2(p). The same argument holds true for
the matrix M from Eq.(3.57), i.e. M(−p, iωp) = Mη1↔η2(p, iωp). Under momentum-
inversion, Eq.(3.59) hence becomes

~̃Γ(−p, iωp) = ~Γη1↔η2(p) [Mη1↔η2(p)]−1 = ~̃Γη1↔η2(p iωp). (3.69)

To insert this relation into the expression for the electronic propagator Gc(p, iωp), we write
Eq.(3.35) in a short form as

Gc(p) =
1

4βV

∑
η1,η2

f η1,η2(p) Λη1,η2(p, iωp), (3.70)

where f η1,η2(p) = (1 + e−ipη1 ) (1 + eipη2 ) and Λη1,η2(p, iωp) contains the effective vertex. We
then see readily that f η1,η2(−p) = f η1↔η2(p) which together with the property Eq.(3.69) of
the vertex directly implies that Gc(−p, iωp) = Gc(p, iωp). This symmetry of the propagator
then leads to the same symmetry of the spectral function,

A(−p, ωp) = A(p, ωp). (3.71)
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The spectral function for holes with momentum p and frequency ωh is thus Ah(p, ωh) =
A(p,−ωh) in terms of the electronic spectral function we already calculated. Later on, we
want to compare the hole part of the numerically determined spectral function with this
analytic hole spectral function for T = 0.

To continue with our analysis we see that the matrix equation from Eq.(3.59) can be
solved exactly and the resulting analytic form of the spectral function at zero temperature
is

A(p, ωp) =

2γ

π

8Z0(p)
(
16
(
γ2 + ω2

p

)
+K1(p)

)
+ 2K2(p) (4ωp − t1 cos(px)− t1 cos(py))[

16
(
γ2 − ω2

p

)
+ 8ωpt1 (cos(px) + cos(py)) +K1(p)

]2
+ [8γ (4ωp − t1 cos(px)− t1 cos(py))]

2
,

(3.72)

where Z0(p) = 1
4

[cos2(px/2) + cos2(py/2)] from before. We further introduced a finite
width γ > 0 which can be done by replacing iωp → ωp + iγ in the analytic continuation
procedure for the retarded Green’s function. The functions K1(p) and K2(p) only depend
on momentum and on the ti and we have given their explicit form in the Appendix of [34].
For our current purposes it suffices to note that K1 is quadratic in the parameters ti while
K2 is linear, i.e.

K1(p) =
∑

i,jε{1,2,3}

titj gi,j(p) (3.73)

K2(p) =
∑

iε{1,2,3}

ti hi(p). (3.74)

For a given value of p in the BZ, the spectral function A(p, ωp) from Eq.(3.72) is
made up of a sum of Lorentzians (or delta functions for γ → 0), typical examples are
shown in Fig.(13). The pure composition from delta functions allows to make use of the
relation A(p, ωp) = Z(p)δ(ε(p)−ωp) in order to extract the dispersion ε(p) as well as the
quasiparticle residuum Z(p) of the fermionic quasiparticles. The general approach is as
follows: For a given p in the BZ we fit a sum of Lorentzians to the function Ah(p, ωh). We
then note the position and the weight of the leftmost peak (which can also be zero) and
associate the peak-position ωpeak(p) = ε(p) with the dispersion and in the same fashion
the weight with the quasiparticle residuum.

We start by writing the spectral function from Eq.(3.72) as a sum of two Lorentzians,

A(p, ωp) = Z1(p)
1

π

γ

(ωp − ω1)2 + γ2
+ Z2(p)

1

π

γ

(ωp − ω2)2 + γ2
, (3.75)

where ω1 and ω2 mark the positions of the peaks on the frequency axis and Z1,2 correspond
to the respective peak-weights. Expressed within a single fraction we obtain

A(p, ωp) =
γ

π

Z1(p) [(ωp − ω2)2 + γ2] + Z2(p) [(ωp − ω1)2 + γ2]

[(ωp − ω1)2 + γ2] [(ωp − ω2)2 + γ2]
. (3.76)

At width γ → 0, the denominator of this expression has its zeroes at the peak positions
ω1 and ω2, i.e.

(A(p, ωp))
−1 ∝

[
(ωp − ω1)2 + γ2

] [
(ωp − ω2)2 + γ2

] γ→0−−→ (ωp − ω1)2(ωp − ω2)2. (3.77)
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Figure 13: Typical form of the spectral function at given points in momentum space, for
a parameter set t1 = t3 = 0.01, t2 = 0. Ah(ω) is generally composed of delta functions (or
Lorentzians) whose norm and position on the ω-axis depend on p. The leftmost peak at a
given momentum p corresponds to the low energy spectral peak of the holes.

Hence we can find the exact peak positions of our spectral function from Eq.(3.72) by
finding the zeroes of the denominator at γ = 0. This leads to the condition

− 16ω2
p + 8ωpt1 (cos(px) + cos(py)) +K1(p) = 0 (3.78)

which is solved by the positions

ω1,2 =
1

4
t1 (cos(px) + cos(py))±

1

4

√
t21 (cos(px) + cos(py))

2 +K1(p) (3.79)

for the delta peaks. Furthermore, it is easy to check that Eq.(3.75) implies

Z1(p)

(
1− γ4

[(ω1 − ω2)2 + γ2]2

)
= πγA(p, ω1)− πγA(p, ω2)

γ2

(ω1 − ω2)2 + γ2
, (3.80)

which, assuming ω1 6= ω2, implies

Z1(p) = lim
γ→0

[γπA(p, ω1)] (3.81)

and correspondingly for the weight Z2 of the second peak. As explained above, the spectral
function for the holes is given by Ah(p, ωh) = A(p,−ωh), so the leftmost peak of the hole
spectral function and hence the dispersion is given by

ε(p) = −ω1(p) = −1

4
t1 (cos(px) + cos(py))−

1

4

√
t21 (cos(px) + cos(py))

2 +K1(p). (3.82)

The quasiparticle residuum is then given by the weight of the corresponding peak, i.e.

Z(p) = Z1(p) = lim
γ→0

[γπA(p, ω1(p))] . (3.83)
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At this point we can make a simple consistency check for the form of our spectral function
from Eq.(3.72) by considering the non-interacting limit ti = 0. Accordingly, we obtain
ω1 = 0 = ε(p) from Eq.(3.82) and

Z{ti=0} = lim
γ→0

[
γπA{ti=0}(p, 0)

]
= lim

γ→0
γπ

2γ

π

8Z0(p) · 16γ2

(16γ2)2 = Z0(p) (3.84)

as required.

As a next step, we consider the behaviour of the spectral function under a total sign
change of the Hamiltonian implemented by ti → −ti. To this end we extend our notation
and write A(p, ωp) = A{ti}(p, ωp) for a given set of parameters {ti}. One can then consider
the behaviour of the expression in Eq.(3.72) for the spectral function under ti → −ti, ωp →
−ωp. Using that under this transformation the functions K1 and K2 change like K1(p)→
K1(p) (K1 quadratic in the ti) and K2(p)→ −K2(p) (K2 linear in the ti), one can readily
see from Eq.(3.72) that A{−ti}(p,−ωp) = A{ti}(p, ωp) and hence

A{−ti}(p, ωp) = A{ti}(p,−ωp). (3.85)

This relation maps a dimer model with parameter set {−ti} back to the model with {ti} by
inverting the frequency axis. Recalling that in order to compute dispersion and quasiparti-
cle residuum we consider the leftmost peak of the hole spectral function, we note that for a
transformation ti → −ti the role of the two peaks are interchanged, i.e. the initally right-
most peak becomes the leftmost and its weight the corresponding quasiparticle residuum.
It hence suffices to calculate the complete spectral function for a given parameter set {ti}.

Finally, we use this mapping to prove that the normalization relation from Eq.(3.42)
for the spectral function holds true for the analytic results obtained here. We consider a
fixed set of parameter {ti} and want to compute the sum Z1(p) + Z2(p) of the two peaks
via Eq.(3.81). To this end, we calculate

A(p, ω1,2) =
2γ

π

8Z0

[
16γ2 + 16ω2

1,2 +K1

]
± 2K2

√
t21(cos(px) + cos(py))2 +K1

(16γ2)2 + 64γ2 (t21(cos(px) + cos(py))2 +K1)
(3.86)

and therefore

A(p, ω1) +A(p, ω2) =
2γ

π

8Z0

(16γ2)2 + 64γ2 (t21(cos(px) + cos(py))2 +K1)
×

×
[
32γ2 + 2K1 + 16ω2

1 + 16ω2
2

]
=

=
16γ

π
Z0

32γ2 + 4
[
t21 (cos(px) + cos(py))

2 +K1

]
16γ2

{
16γ2 + 4

[
t21 (cos(px) + cos(py))

2 +K1

]} .
(3.87)

The added weight of the two peaks can hence be determined by∑
i=1,2

Zi(p) = lim
γ→0

[γπ (A(p, ω1) +A(p, ω2))] =

= Z0 lim
γ→0

32γ2 + 4
[
t21 (cos(px) + cos(py))

2 +K1

]
16γ2 + 4

[
t21 (cos(px) + cos(py))

2 +K1

] . (3.88)
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For t21 (cos(px) + cos(py))
2 + K1 6= 0 (i.e. ω1 6= ω2) when the two energy bands generated

by the two delta peaks are non-degenerate, we obtain from Eq.(3.88) the desired relation∑
i=1,2

Zi(p) = Z0(p). (3.89)

For ω1 = ω2 there remains only one peak and the resulting spectral function is again
Z(p) = 1

2

∑
i=1,2Zi(p) = Z0(p).

For a given parameter set {ti} and the mapping between {ti} and {−ti} from above we
thus arrive at the relation

Z{ti}(p) + Z{−ti}(p) = Z0(p) (3.90)

and within the ph-ladder approach the quasiparticle residuum of a set of interaction pa-
rameters can be computed directly from the corresponding residuum of the sign-inverted
parameter set. One can further derive the following relations from Eq.(3.82) for the dis-
persion and Eq.(3.86) which determines the quasiparticle residuum:

ε{c·ti}(p) = c · ε{ti}(p) (3.91)

Z{c·ti}(p) = Z{ti}(p) (3.92)

Again we simply used the scaling behaviour of the functions K1(p) and K2(p). As a
consequence, it suffices to consider the model on an arbitrary half-sphere in the (t1, t2, t3)-
parameter space.

3.5.2 Dispersion and residuum

In Fig.(14) we show the hole spectral function in the upper right quarter of the BZ for
various values of the interaction parameters ti. As a consequence of the form of the bare
bosonic and fermionic propagators, the resulting spectral function consists of delta func-
tions (or Lorentzians once we introduce a finite width γ). We show Ah for different values
of t1, t2, t3 at a fixed ω. The structure of the spectral function is clearly visible and
generally consists of a pocket around p = 0 and another pocket located roughly around
p = (π/2, π/2) and symmetry related points. This coincides with our expectations from
the dispersion of the mean field analysis as well as from exact diagonalization, which both
feature the two pockets that can be identified here as well. Note again that the existence of
the (π/2, π/2)-pocket is just what we expect in the pseudogap phase of high-Tc cuprates,
where experiments feature so-called Fermi-arcs. From the viewpoint of our dimer model,
these arcs arise due to a fractionalized Fermi liquid structure. The fermionic quasiparti-
cles, corresponding to the insertion of holes into the bosonic dimer background, form the
pocket of size p (the doping) around (π/2, π/2) and lead to a spectral function that corre-
spondingly forms the Fermi-arc we want to describe. Experimentally, these Fermi-arcs are
detected by the use of ARPES measurements (see Sec.(1)) which provide direct access to
the hole-part of the spectral function that we evaluated here in an analytical approach.

We also see from Fig.(14) that the spectral function carries a quasiparticle residuum Z
that corresponds to the norm of the delta (or Lorentz) peaks one can see throughout the
BZ. At this point, our diagrammatic Ansatz goes beyond the mean field approach which
only allowed to approximate the dispersion of the system’s fermionic quasiparticles. An
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 14: The hole spectral function Ah(p, ω) in the upper right corner of the BZ at a
fixed Fermi level ω = εF (measured in units of J) that illustrates the structure of Ah(p, ω)
for a selection of parameters ti. For better visibility, the delta functions were broadened into
Lorentzian peaks of finite width γ. The corresponding parameter values shown in (a)-(d)
are (a) t1 = t2 = 0, t3 = −0.02 (b) t1 = t2 = 0, t3 = 0.02 (c) t1 = −0.02, t2 = −0.01,
t3 = 0.02 (d) t1 = −0.01, t2 = 0.03, t3 = −0.02

interesting feature which can be seen e.g. in Fig.(14a) is the decrease of the spectral function
in the area of the second magnetic BZ, i.e. towards the backside of the pocket. As proposed
by [1], this decrease towards (π, π) can be imagined to be the reason for the experimentally
observed, non-closed structure of the fermi-arcs in the second magnetic BZ. According to
this reasoning, the comparatively small quasiparticle weight along the pocket’s backside
avoids its detection in ARPES experiments. Fig.(14) then shows that we can qualitatively
obtain this crucial behaviour of the spectral function within our diagrammatic approach.
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Next, we analyze dispersion and quasiparticle residuum of Ah seperately according to
the relation Ah(p, ωh) = Z(p) δ(ε(p) − ωh) as this makes a quantitative comparison with
exact diagonalization results accessible. We show the 2D dispersion for various values of
the parameters t1, t2, t3 within the topright corner of the BZ next to the corresponding
dispersions obtained by exact diagonalization of a 6× 6 dimer model in Fig.(15) and (16).
For the small values of the interaction parameters that were chosen here, the particle-hole
ladder seems to be in good agreement with the numerical results. This can be made more
explicit by plotting certain line cuts of the dispersion along a given path within the BZ
in Fig.(17). The quantitative agreement is very good and shows that the diagrammatic
approach indeed captures the essential features of the model as long as a homogeneous,
i.e. RK-like bosonic background system can be assumed. It can further be observed from
these line cuts (and analytically proven using the exact form of the dispersion with the
function K1(p)) that the mean-field dispersions obtained by the Ansatz from Sec.(2.3.2)in
[1] exactly match the dipersion obtained from the ladder diagrams.

The residuum Z(p) resulting from Eq.(3.83) of our approach is evaluated again in the
domain (0, π) × (0, π) and displayed in Fig.(18) and (19) next to the corresponding ED
residua. Just like for the dispersion we find good agreement of our approach with the exact
result. Again, the quantitative agreement can be shown to be quite accurate via the line
cuts in Fig.(20), which indicates that for the region of small ti in parameter space we have
found reliable analytical access to the dimer model at hand. Notice in particular, that
including the t2 term according to the prescription from Sec.(3.3) provides a good fit to
the numerical data, see e.g. Fig.(16b) and (19b).

Focusing on the case t2 = 0 for a moment, Fig.(15) shows that we can obtain identical
dispersions for different parameter sets. The dispersion seems to be invariant under t3 →
−t3 which can as well be understood from the analytic expression Eq.(3.82) by considering
the properties of K1 from Eq.(3.73) together with gi,j(p) ∝ δi,j for t2 = 0. From the
perspective of the mean field dispersion there is no telling apart of such a pair of parameters
sets. Our results then show that the two parameter sets can be distinguished by the
quasipartice residuum. In fact, Zt1,t2=0,t3(p) and Zt1,t2=0,−t3(p) have similar features, see
e.g. Fig.(18a) and (18c) where in both cases the residuum vanishes along the BZ boundaries
from (π, π) to (π, 0) or (0, π). The crucial difference comes in the behaviour around the
point (π/3, π/3). For a parameter set with t3 > 0, the quasiparticle residuum is large
in a region which can be approximated by [0, π/3] × [0, π/3] and decreases sharply when
crossing the boundary to the outside of this region in the BZ. For t3 < 0 it is the other way
round, within [0, π/3]× [0, π/3] the residuum is highly supressed and rises sharply outside.
Towards the BZ boundary both cases converge again and eventually exactly match on
the boundary. We note that the point (π/3, π/3) was chosen deliberately to characterize
the behaviour of the quasiparticle residuum, as at this specific point in the BZ the gap
between the two induced electronic energy bands closes exactly. This can be checked easily

by evaluating 2 ∆ε(π/3, π/3) =
√
t21 (cos(π/3) + cos(π/3))2 +K1(π/3, π/3) = 0 for t2 = 0.

The residuum line cuts in Fig.(20) show that going along the BZ diagonal, the quasiparticle
residuum can behave discontinously right at the point (π/3, π/3) with either a discontinous
drop or rise, see e.g. Fig.(20a-d). This may look suspicous at first sight, as we would not
expect to obtain such discontinous behaviour of the spectral peaks in this approach. The
explanation for this feature then relies on (π/3, π/3) being a gap closing point. We recall
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that the determination of the quasiparticle residuum via Eq.(3.83) involved the assignment
of the residuum to the weight of the leftmost peak of Ah(p, ωh). The weight and position
of each of the two peaks that constitute Ah behave continously throughout the whole BZ,
but the assignment to the leftmost peak does not. Therefore, at a band touching point like
(π/3, π/3) the relative position of the two peaks can change in a perfectly continous way
while in the assignment of Eq.(3.83) we change the peak which we consider to be the left
one. Hence the quasiparticle residuum defined by Eq.(3.83) may feature a discontinuity at
that point. For the specific cases shown in Fig.(20a-d) we encounter a large peak and one
with weight zero which invert their relative position on the frequency axis at (π/3, π/3).
Observe that alltough there is a weight-zero peak, i.e. one of the peaks is not actually
present, we still consider it as a peak that contributes to the residuum if it is positioned
to the left of the other peak. This is to make sure that the dispersion does not feature any
discontinuities: Assume we have such a zero-weight peak at an energy ω = ω1 located at a
given point (k0, k0) on the BZ-diagonal. Moving away infinitesimally from the diagonal by
a vector δ, we obtain an infinitesimally weighted peak at an infinitesimally shifted energy
ω = ω1 + c · |δ|. Therefore, if we did not consider the weight-zero peak as a contributing
peak, the leftmost peak at a point infinitesimally shifted away from the BZ-diagonal would
correspond to an energy ε(k0 + δ) = ω1 + c · |δ| while at k0 we would have to take the
position ε(k0) = ω2 of the second peak and would hence obtain a discontinous dispersion
upon crossing the BZ-diagonal.

Note that moving away from the t2 = 0-hyperplane in parameter space, the band
degeneracy at (π/3, π/3) is lifted and this specific point of the BZ in general no longer
features a discontinous residuum. Nonetheless, discussing the special case t2 = 0 was
worthwhile as it leads to insights on the behaviour of our results.

As a summarizing statement, the computed spectral function from Eq.(3.72) behaves
perfectly continous, possible discontinuities in the quasiparticle residuum arise from the
discontinous way of assigning the residuum to the weight of one of the two peaks in the
spectral function Ah. The dispersion must be continous everywhere while band touching
points in the BZ may be viewed as sources of discontinuity for the quasiparticle residuum.
One way of characterizing a model obtained from a given parameter set with t2 = 0 is to
note how Z(p) behaves when crossing the band touching point of our model at (π/3, π/3)
going from the Γ-point (0, 0) towards (π, π). For t3 > 0 we encounter a sharp drop of
an intially large quasiparticle residuum while for t3 < 0 the initially supressed residuum
makes a positive jump at (π/3, π/3).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15: Comparison between analytical results and exact diagonalization of the hole-
dispersion for different values of t1, t2, t3. The dispersions shown in the left column corre-
spond to the analytical dispersion from Eq.(3.82) (which matches the mean field dispersion
from Eq.(2.30)), those in the right column to ED results. The parameter values are (a)
t1 = t3 = 0.01, t2 = 0 (b) t1 = −t3 = −0.01, t2 = 0 (c) t1 = −t3 = 0.01, t2 = 0. The
dispersions to the right are taken from exact diagonalization on a 6× 6 square lattice with
twisted boundary conditions. Notice the invariance of ε(p) under t3 → −t3 for t2 = 0, see
(a) and (b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 16: Continuation of Fig.(15) for the parameter sets (a) t1 = t3 = −0.01, t2 = 0
(b) t1 = −0.01, t2 = −0.02, t3 = 0.01 (c) t1 = −0.01, t2 = t3 = 0.
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Figure 17: Line cuts of the dispersion ε(p) along a given path in the BZ. Blue dotted
line: exact diagonalization results; Red: results from the analytic ladder approach. We
find excellent agreement of our calculations with numerical predictions. Parameter values
(a) t1 = t3 = 0.01, t2 = 0 (b) t1 = −t3 = −0.01, t2 = 0 (c) t1 = −t3 = 0.01, t2 = 0 (d)
t1 = t3 = −0.01, t2 = 0 (e) t1 = −0.01, t2 = −0.02, t3 = 0.01 (f) t1 = −0.01, t2 = t3 = 0.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 18: Comparison between analytical results and exact diagonalization of the quasi-
particle residuum for different values of t1, t2, t3. The left column corresponds to the
analytical calculation, the right column to ED results. The parameter values are (a)
t1 = t3 = 0.01, t2 = 0 (b) t1 = −t3 = −0.01, t2 = 0 (c) t1 = −t3 = 0.01, t2 = 0. The
residuums to the right are taken from exact diagonalization on a 6 × 6 square lattice with
twisted boundary conditions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 19: Continuation of Fig.(18) for the parameter sets (a) t1 = t3 = −0.01, t2 = 0
(b) t1 = −0.01, t2 = −0.02, t3 = 0.01 (c) t1 = −0.01, t2 = t3 = 0.
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Figure 20: Line cuts of the quasiparticle residuum Z(p) along a given path in the BZ. Blue
dotted line: exact diagonalization results; Red: results from the analytic ladder approach.
We find excellent agreement of our calculations with numerical predictions. Parameter
values (a) t1 = t3 = 0.01, t2 = 0 (b) t1 = −t3 = −0.01, t2 = 0 (c) t1 = −t3 = 0.01, t2 = 0 (d)
t1 = t3 = −0.01, t2 = 0 (e) t1 = −0.01, t2 = −0.02, t3 = 0.01 (f) t1 = −0.01, t2 = t3 = 0.
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3.5.3 Discussion

In the previous section we proved that the dispersion resulting from our diagrammatic ap-
proach and the dispersion from the mean field approach of Sec.(2.3.2) coincide exatly. The
only difference comes in the interpretation of the two respective dispersions. In the mean
field approach we effectively describe non-interacting fermionic dimers on an otherwise
empty square lattice with hopping parameters ti. In contrast, the diagrammatic approach
assigns the dispersion not to the fermionic dimers but to the holes that are inserted into the
system. There is of course a correspondence, as in our dimer picture the insertion of holes
corresponds to the creation of fermionic dimers and thus the dispersions match exactly,
yet the mean field approach disregards the bosonic background and hence misses that the
resulting dispersion should be assigned to the holes as opposed to the fermionic dimers.
Due to the correct assignment in the diagrammatic approach it is possible to compute
the quasiparticle residuum via the ph-ladder as well. In the mean field case the spectral
function of the fermionic excitations, i.e. the fermionic dimers, is given by the standard
form A0(p, ωp) = 1

π
γ

(ωp−ε(p))2+γ2 for non-interacting particles which results in Z(p) = 1 for

the quasiparticle residuum. A non-interacting mean field model for the fermionic dimers
can therefore not provide a realistic estimate for the actual quasiparticle residuum of the
full dimer model, not even for vanishing interaction parameters ti = 0. Thus, a realistic
model for the spectral function must explicitely take into account the bosonic dimers.

Moreover, the preceeding analysis and results provide clear indication that the quasi-
particle residuum is generated only by the terms Ht1 , Ht2 and Ht3 in the Hamiltonian. In
general, the spectral function takes the form

A(p, ω) = Z(p)δ(ω − ε(p)) +Aincoh.(p, ω), (3.93)

where the first term corresponds to the coherent part while Aincoh.(p, ω) denotes the inco-
herent contribution. In our calculations of the preceeding sections we found access only to
the coherent spectral peak because of two reasons: First, we assumed the self-energy in the
full dimer propagators Gf and Gb to be negligible due to the effects of the hard-core con-
straint, which prevents the emergence of a dispersion in the two-point functions. Second,
we did not explicitely take into account the underlying HRK and only icluded the fermion-
boson interaction terms of Hti within a ladder approach that leads to a sharp bound state.
Since this approach provided a very good estimate of the coherent part of the spectrum in
the regime ti � J , we conclude that the coherent part is indeed produced exclusively by
the terms Hti . The underlying Hamiltonian HRK is then expected to provide an incoherent
contribution to the spectral function and can be obtained by numerical investigation.

An analytical approach to the incoherent part can be found by again restoring to a
mean field model in which the fermionic degrees of freedom are decoupled from the bosonic
background. As explained above, this Ansatz will miss the coherent residuum, but as it is
in principle feasible to treat the HRK-Hamiltonian with means of a mean field decoupling
as well, it is thinkable to apply a bosonic mean field decoupling to both parts of the full
Hamiltonian, therefore effectively describing two non-interacting quasiparticle-modes, one
bosonic, the other fermionic. With this inclusion of the HRK term, such a two-mode
approximation provides a way of computing the incoherent part of the spectral function
while omitting the coherent contribution from Hti . This approach was carried out in [34].
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4 Exact solution of a two-species quantum dimer

model for pseudogap metals

Having examined diagrammatic techniques in the previous sections, we take a step back and
examine an extended version of the model at hand by looking for choices of parameters that
allow for exact ground state solutions. As stated in a condensed version of the following
sections that can be found in [23], we are able to identify a line in parameter space where the
exact ground state wave functions can be constructed at an arbitrary density of fermionic
dimers. At this exactly solvable line the ground state has a huge degeneracy, which can be
interpreted as a flat band of fermionic excitations. Perturbing around the exactly solvable
line, this degeneracy is lifted and the ground state is a fractionalized Fermi liquid with a
small pocket Fermi surface in the low doping limit.

4.1 Extending the dimer model

In this section we extend the dimer model under investigation by adding a new interaction
term which corresponds to an energy offset for every pair of fermionic and bosonic dimers
within a flippable plaquette configuration. The corresponding new term in the Hamiltonian
is thus

Hv1 = v1

∑
i

F †i,xD
†
i+y,xDi+y,xFi,x + 3 terms. (4.1)

Our dimer model is then given by the total Hamiltonian

H = HRK +H1 +Hv1 . (4.2)

In the next step, we identify a line in parameters space which allows to rewrite the Hamil-
tonian from Eq.(4.2) as a sum of projectors. As the model then takes a form similar to
the Original RK Hamiltonian at the RK point J = V , we shall speak of an RK-line in
parameter space in the following. Inserting the choice

v1 = t2 =− t1
t3 =0

(4.3)

into Eq.(4.2), it turns out the total Hamiltonian can be expressed graphically as

H =J
∑
plaq

(
−

)(
−

)
+

+v1

∑
plaq

(
+ − −

)(
+ − −

)
.

(4.4)

As claimed, this is a pure sum of projectors onto single plaquette configurations. Since
the model now also contains mixed fermion-boson projectors, we can ask whether the
ground state of the implied model can be determined exactly as well. Furthermore, the
similar structure to the original RK-Hamiltonian leads to think that the corresponding
exact ground state will be a generalized version of the RK RVB-state encountered before.
Naively, one would expect that the ground state of H at the RK line is an equal weight
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superposition of all dimer configurations at a fixed density of fermionic dimers. This is
only true if a single fermion is present, however, since the equal weight superposition is
not antisymmetric under the exchange of two fermionic dimers. In the following section,
we provide a calculation which yields the exact ground state of Eq.(4.4), we examine
its properties and show that a perturbative computation of the dispersion ε(p) in the
parameters ti solidifies the assumed presence of a fractionalized Fermi liquid (FL*) phase
in the quantum dimer model.

4.2 Exact ground states

As a consequence of the special form of Eq.(4.4), the Hamiltonian is positive definite, i.e.
〈ψ|H |ψ〉 ≥ 0 for all wavefunctions ψ. The ground state can hence be determined by the
condition

H |ψ0〉 = E0 |ψ0〉 = 0, (4.5)

which we want to solve for |ψ0〉 in an arbitrary sector of the (conserved) number of fermionic
dimers Nf . In the following, we restrict our calculcation to the case Nf = 2. The general-
ization to higher fermion numbers will then be straightforward.

We assume the ground state to be a common eigenstate of HRK and H1 +Hv1 . As we
already know that the bosonic part HRK is minimized by an equal weight superposition of
all (bosonic) dimer coverings, we can define the basic states

|(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 ≡N · F †i1,η1
F †i2,η2

∑
c ε C(i1,η1),(i2,η2)

D†i3(c),η3(c) · · ·D
†
iN/2(c),ηN/2(c) |0〉 =

=N · F †i1,η1
F †i2,η2

|0〉(i1,η1),(i2,η2) ⊗

 ∑
c ε C(i1,η1),(i2,η2)

|c〉


(4.6)

where the sum runs over all possible bosonic configurations |c〉 covering the lattice

R(i1,η1),(i2,η2) =
(
Z
√
N × Z

√
N
)
\{i1, i1 + η̂1, i2, i2 + η̂2}, (4.7)

i.e. all sites except those already occupied by fermionic dimers. For later convenience,
we choose to normalize |(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 with respect to the number of all possible bosonic

dimer configurations Nt on the entire lattice Z
√
N ×Z

√
N , therefore setting N ≡ 1√

Nt
. The

norm of such a state is hence given by∥∥|(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉
∥∥2

=
1

Nt

∑
c εC(i1,η1),(i2,η2)

=
N(i1,η1),(i2,η2)

Nt

= Qc[(i1, η1), (i2, η2)], (4.8)

i.e. the classical dimer correlation function. N(i1,η1),(i2,η2) labels the number of all classical
configurations with two dimers fixed at (i1, η1) and (i2, η2). Featuring the mentioned equal
weight superposition of bosonic dimer coverings, these states are zero energy eigenstates of
HRK by construction and thus constitute our building blocks for minimizing the remaining
part H1 + Hv1 of the full Hamiltonian. Note that with the correlations of Eq.(4.8) we
implicitely enforce the hard-core constraint, as any constraint violating configuration c
yields a vanishing norm Qc[c] = 0.
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For a given plaquette, we further define the plaquette states

|φl〉 =
l
+

l
−

l
−

l
=
(
F †l,yD

†
l+x̂,y + 3 terms

)
|0〉l , (4.9)

where the label l refers to the lower left site index of the plaquette under consideration and
marks the restriction to the four sites constituting the plaquette. Within that notation,
we can define the projector

Pl = |φl〉 〈φl| ⊗
∏
p 6=l

1p (4.10)

and write the v1-part of the Hamiltonian from Eq.(4.4) as

H1 +Hv1 =
∑
l

Pl. (4.11)

Finally, we define the state

|φl, (i, η)〉 =
1√

N(l,τ),(l+ˆ̄τ,τ),(i,η)

F †i,η |0〉(i,η) ⊗ |φ〉l ⊗

 ∑
c ε C(l,τ),(l+ˆ̄τ,τ),(i,η)

|c〉

 , (4.12)

which fixes the plaquette l in the state |φl〉 as well as a fermionic dimer at (i, η). The
corresponding norm is ∥∥|φl, (i, η)〉

∥∥2
= 〈φl |φl〉 = 4. (4.13)

With these definitions we can derive the exact ground state in the following. We start with
a general expansion

|ψ0〉 =
∑

i1,η1,i2,η2

A(i1,η1),(i2,η2) |(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 (4.14)

for the supposed ground state |ψ0〉. We apply the Hamiltonian Eq.(4.11) to this expansion
to obtain

H |ψ0〉 = v1

∑
l

∑
i1η1,i2,η2

A(i1,η1),(i2,η2) Pl |(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 . (4.15)

Note that Pl acts nontrivially only on plaquettes containing a single fermionic dimer and
thus

Pl |(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 =
(
δl,i1 + δl+ˆ̄η1,i1 + δl,i2 + δl+ˆ̄η2,i2

)
Pl |(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 . (4.16)
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Furthermore, we note that

δl,i1Pl |(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 =
1√
Nt

∑
c ε C(l,η1),(i2,η2)

|φl〉 〈φl|F †l,η1
F †i2,η2

(
|0〉(l,η1),(i2,η2) ⊗ |c〉

)
=

=
1√
Nt

∑
c′ ε C(l,η1),(i2,η2),(l+ˆ̄η1,η1)

|φl〉 〈φl|F †l,η1
F †i2,η2

D†
l+ˆ̄η1,η1

(
|0〉(l,η1),(i2,η2),(l+ˆ̄η1,η1) ⊗ |c

′〉
)

=

= (−1)sη1
1√
Nt

F †i2,η2
|0〉(i2,η2) ⊗ |φl〉 ⊗

 ∑
c′ ε C(l,η1),(i2,η2),(l+ˆ̄η1,η1)

|c′〉

 =

= (−1)sη1

√
N(l,η1),(l+ˆ̄η1,η1),(i2,η2)

Nt

|φl, (i2, η2)〉 =

= (−1)sη1
√
Qc

[
(l, η1), (l + ˆ̄η1, η1), (i2, η2)

]
|φl, (i2, η2)〉 .

(4.17)
In the second equality, we have used that the projection onto |φl〉 is nonzero only if |c〉 =
D†
l+ˆ̄η1,η1

|0〉(l+ˆ̄η1,η1) ⊗ |c′〉 with |c′〉 ε C(l,η1),(i2,η2),(l+ˆ̄η1,η1). In the third equality we then used

〈φl|F †l,ηD
†
l+ˆ̄η,η
|0〉(l,η),(l+ˆ̄η,η) = (−1)sη (4.18)

together with the definition

sη =

{
1, for η = y

0, for η = x
. (4.19)

Again, Eq.(4.17) resorts to classical correlations and effectively projects onto the physical
space of hard-core configurations. We proceed in an analogous manner for the remaining
three terms of Eq.(4.16) and hence obtain

δl+ˆ̄η1,i1Pl |(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 =δl+ˆ̄η1,i1 (−1)sη1
√
Qc

[
(l, η1), (l + ˆ̄η1, η1), (i2, η2)

]
|φl, (i2, η2)〉

δl,i2Pl |(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 =δl,i2(−1)sη2
√
Qc

[
(l, η2), (l + ˆ̄η2, η2), (i1, η1)

]
|(i1, η1), φl〉

δl+ˆ̄η2,i2Pl |(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 =δl+ˆ̄η2,i2(−1)sη2
√
Qc

[
(l, η2), (l + ˆ̄η2, η2), (i1, η1)

]
|(i1, η1), φl〉 .

(4.20)
Inserting this into Eq.(4.16) and (4.15) we obtain∑
l

∑
i1,η1,i2,η2

A(i1,η1),(i2,η2) Pl |(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 =

=
∑

l,η1,i2,η2

[
A(l,η1),(i2,η2) + A(l+ˆ̄η1,η1),(i2,η2)

]
(−1)sη1

√
Qc

[
(l, η1), (l + ˆ̄η1, η1), (i2, η2)

]
|φl, (i2, η2)〉

+
∑

i1,η1,l,η2

[
A(i1,η1),(l,η2) + A(i1,η1),(l+ˆ̄η2,η2)

]
(−1)sη2

√
Qc

[
(l, η2), (l + ˆ̄η2, η2), (i1, η1)

]
|(i1, η1), φl〉

(4.21)
We consider now the first term of Eq.(4.21) and carry out the sum over η1. We note that
Qc

[
(l, η1), (l + ˆ̄η1, η1), (i2, η2)

]
is independent of η1. This is clear, as for every configuration
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4.2 Exact ground states

(l, η1)⊗ (l+ ˆ̄η1, η1)⊗B with some background configuration B, there exists a configuration
(l, η̄1)⊗ (l+ η̂1, η̄1)⊗B with the l-plaquette flipped. The prefactor multiplying |φl, (i2, η2)〉
in the first term of Eq.(4.21) is thus[

A(l,x),(i2,η2) − A(l,y),(i2,η2) + A(l+ŷ,x),(i2,η2) − A(l+x̂,y),(i2,η2)

]√
Qc [(l, x), (l + ŷ, x), (i2, η2)].

(4.22)
We can proceed in the same manner with the second term of Eq.(4.21). For the ground
state |ψ0〉, we demand that the coefficients for both terms vanish and therefore arrive at
the conditions

A(l,x),(i2,η2) − A(l,y),(i2,η2) + A(l+ŷ,x),(i2,η2) − A(l+x̂,y),(i2,η2) = 0

A(i1,η1),(l,x) − A(i1,η1),(l,y) + A(i1,η1),(l+ŷ,x) − A(i1,η1),(l+x̂,y) = 0.
(4.23)

We can solve these conditions by a simple product Ansatz

A(i1,η1),(i2,η2) = ai1,η1ai2,η2 , (4.24)

which leads to
aim,x − aim,y + aim+ŷ,x − aim+x̂,y = 0, (4.25)

for m = 1, 2. At this point, the generalization to an arbitrary number of fermions in
the system is now straightforward and can simply be done by extending Eq.(4.25) to
m = 1, ..., Nf . We introduce the lattice momenta pm and make the Ansatz

aim,ηm = aim,ηm(pm) = Cηm(pm)eipm·im , (4.26)

which upon insertion into Eq.(4.25) leads to

Cx(pm) = Cy(pm)
1 + eipm,x

1 + eipm,y
. (4.27)

The factors Cη(p) can be interpreted as weight factors for the two possible dimer orienta-
tions. We can thus parametrize the possible ground states on the RK-line via

|ψ0〉 = |p1,p2〉 =
∑

i1,η1,i2,η2

ai1,η1(p1)ai2,η2(p2) |(i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 (4.28)

or more generally via |ψ0〉 =
∣∣∣p1, ...,pNf

〉
for arbitrary fermion number Nf .

We now wish to normalize the state given in Eq.(4.28). To this end, we make the
following choice for the factors Cη(p):

Cy =
2√
N

1 + eipy√
|1 + eipy |2 + |1 + eipx|2

Cx =
2√
N

1 + eipx√
|1 + eipy |2 + |1 + eipx|2

,

(4.29)
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4.2 Exact ground states

which fulfill the ground state condition of Eq.(4.27) and obey the normalization |Cx(p)|2 +
|Cy(p)|2 = 4

N
. We evaluate

〈p1,p2 |p1,p2〉 =

=
∑

i1,η1,i2,η2,j1,τ1,j2,τ2

ai1,η1(p1)ai2,η2(p2)a∗j1,τ1(p1)a∗j2,τ2(p2) 〈(j1, τ1), (j2, τ2) | (i1, η1), (i2, η2)〉 =

=
∑

i1,η1,i2,η2,j1,τ1,j2,τ2

ai1,η1(p1)ai2,η2(p2)a∗j1,τ1(p1)a∗j2,τ2(p2)×

×
[
δ(j1,τ1),(i1,η1)δ(j2,τ2),(i2,η2) − δ(j1,τ1),(i2,η2)δ(j2,τ2),(i1,η1)

]
Qc [(i1, η1), (i2, η2)] =

=
∑

i1,η1,i2,η2

[
|ai1,η1(p1)|2 |ai2,η2(p2)|2−

− ai1,η1(p1)a∗i1,η1
(p2)ai2,η2(p2)a∗i2,η2

(p1)
]
Qc [(i1, η1), (i2, η2)] .

(4.30)
In the following, we treat this norm in the low doping limit that we describe as N → ∞,
which is the limit we are interested in and in which we expect to find the FL∗ phase. The
second term of Eq.(4.30) then reads∑

η1,η2

Cη1(p1)C∗η1
(p2)Cη2(p1)C∗η2

(p2)
∑
i1,i2

ei(p1−p2)·(i1−i2)Qc [(i1, η1), (i2, η2)] (4.31)

and contains the Fourier tranform of the classical dimer correlation function. It was shown
in [38, 41] that the classical dimer correlations decrease algebraically like

Qc [(0, x), ((X, Y ), x)] =
1

16
+

1

2π2

[
(−1)X+Y Y

2 −X2

R4
+ (−1)X

1

R2

]
, (4.32)

where R2 = X2 + Y 2. Employing the abbreviated notation i1 = (i1, η1) for the links of the
lattice, the algebraic decay of these correlations then ensures that in a large system, the
Fourier transformed classical dimer correlations take the form

1

N2

∑
i1,i2

eip(i1−i2)Qc[i1, i2]→ 1

4
δp,0 +O(log(N)/N), (4.33)

i.e. a Kronecker delta with corrections of maximum order O(log(N)/N), depending on
the chosen momentum point p. As |p1,p2〉 is antisymmetric, 〈p,p |p,p〉 = 0 and the
second term of Eq.(4.30) only contains finite momentum Fourier transforms of the classical
correlations and can be discarded in the low doping limit. We are now left only with the
first term, which, also in the limit N →∞, using Eq.(4.29) and again neglecting corrections
of order O(log(N)/N) evaluates to

〈p1,p2 |p1,p2〉 = 1. (4.34)

We can easily generalize this to higher fermion numbers. Employing again the compact
notation i = (i, η) and defining the states∣∣i1, ..., iNf〉 =

∣∣(i1, η1), ..., (iNf , ηNf )
〉

(4.35)
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4.2 Exact ground states

in analogy to Eq.(4.6), we can write down a relation for the matrix elements that are

needed in order to compute the normalization of the ground states
∣∣∣p1, ...,pNf

〉
,

〈
j1, ..., jNf

∣∣ i1, ..., iNf〉 ∝ ∑
P εPerm(Nf )

(−1)σ(P )δi1,jP1
δi2,jP2

· · · δiNf ,jPNf . (4.36)

For every permutation other than the trivial (non-)permutation, the corresponding con-
tribution to the analogue of Eq.(4.30) involves a finite momentum Fourier transform of
classical dimer correlations of Nf dimers. As we saw in Sec.(2.2), the (long-range) dimer
correlations can be constructed from a quadratic field theory using Grassmann variables.
Wick’s theorem then ensures that Fourier transforms of higher order correlation functions
still contribute corrections of maximum order O(log(N)/N) in the low doping limit, which
is now described as

Nf = const., N →∞. (4.37)

The remaining contribution of the trivial permutation then yields〈
p1, ...,pNf

∣∣∣p1, ...,pNf

〉
=

=
∑

i1,η1,...,iNf ,ηNf

|ai1,η1(p1)|2 ...
∣∣∣aiNf ,ηNf (pNf )

∣∣∣2Qc

[
(i1, η1), ..., (iNf , ηNf )

]
= 1,

(4.38)

again in the limit of Eq.(4.37).
To summarize this section, we note that we can indeed find the normalized exact

ground states of the Hamiltonian from Eq.(4.4) on the RK-line in any fermion number
sector (where normalization only holds for Nf � Nb) with the specific form∣∣∣p1, ...,pNf

〉
=

∑
i1,η1,...,iNf ,ηNf

ai1,η1(p1)...aiNf ,ηNf (pNf )
∣∣(i1, η1), ..., (iNf , ηNf )

〉
. (4.39)

Here,
∣∣(i1, η1), ..., (iNf , ηNf )

〉
is given by Eq.(4.6) while

ai,η(p) =
2√
N

1 + eipη√
|1 + eipx|2 + |1 + eipy |2

eip·i. (4.40)

Note that allthough the normalization to unity only holds in the low doping limit Eq.(4.37),
the states of Eq.(4.39) are exact ground states for every choice of bosonic and fermionic
dimer numbers. The replacement Qc

[
(i1, η1), ..., (iNf , ηNf )

]
→ 1/4Nf , which corresponds

to treating the fermionic dimers independently of each other and which is approximately
valid only in said low doping limit, was not used in the derivation of the ground states of
Eq.(4.39). Note as well that the normalization to unity does hold exactly for any system
size, in particular for small lattices, in the sector of one fermionic dimer in the system, as
can be shown by a straightforward calculation.

Furthermore, the lattice momenta p1, p2 in the ground states of Eq.(4.28) may take
arbitrary values in the first Brillouin zone, save p1 = p2, which corresponds to a ground
state degeneracy of N(N − 1)/2. For an arbitrary number Nf of fermionic dimers there
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4.3 Ground state properties

are N !/((N − Nf )!Nf !) possibilities to choose the momenta (p1, ...,pNf ). It is important

to emphasize that the states
∣∣∣p1, ...,pNf

〉
are in general not linearly independent and

the number of possible momenta (p1, ...,pNf ) does not correspond to the ground state
degeneracy in sectors with a large density of fermionic dimers. This can be deduced from
the fact that the number of possible choices for the Nf momenta exceeds the number of
states in the Hilbert space for large Nf . However, in the low doping limit of Eq.(4.37), the

states
∣∣∣p1, ...,pNf

〉
not only become normalized as shown above, but indeed orthonormal

and the ground state degeneracy is indeed obtained via the above relation. Orthogonality
can be shown in similar fashion as normalization, as for two sets of momenta (qq, ..., qNf ) 6=
(p1, ...,pNf ) all terms arising from the evaluation of the matrix elements will now contain
a finite momentum Fourier transform of Qc.

4.3 Ground state properties

4.3.1 Perturbations around RK-Line

In the following we want to study how small perturbations in the parameters ti around the
RK-line change the ground state structure. As expected, the huge ground state degeneracy
will be lifted and the fermions will acquire a dispersion. The perturbative ground state
in the vicinity of the RK line is then unique and similar to a Fermi gas, where the lowest
energy momentum states pm will be filled with Nf fermions. We show that in the limit
of Eq.(4.37), the corresponding first order ground state energy can be written as a sum
of the supposed single fermion ground state energies. For simplicity, we concentrate on
perturbations in the exchange interactions t1 and t3 in the following. Flip interactions
like t2 could however be included in a similar manner with an analogous evaluation of the
arising matrix elements that yield the perturbative energy.

Restricting again to the case Nf = 2, the energy in first order perturbation theory
reads

E = 〈p1,p2 |∆Hti |p1,p2〉 , (4.41)

with

∆Hti = −δti
Sti∑
s=1

∑
j,η

F †
j+rs,ηti

,η+ηti
D†j,ηDj+rs,ηti

,η+ηti
Fj,η. (4.42)

Here, rs,ηti and ηti correspond to displacement vector and relative change in orientation for
a given ti process which starts with a fermionic dimer with orientation η. Note that the
sum over the possible displacement vectors corresponding to a given ti depends on the
orientation index η and runs from 1 to St1 = 2, St3 = 8. For the energy of Eq.(4.41) we
thus obtain

∆E = −δti
Sti∑
s=1

∑
j,η

∑
i1,η1,i2,η2

∑
l1,τ1,l2,τ2

ai1,η1(p1)ai2,η2(p2)a∗l1,τ1(p1)a∗l2,τ2(p2)×

×
〈

(l1, τ1), (l2, τ2)
∣∣∣F †j+rs,ηti ,η+ηti

D†j,ηDj+rs,ηti
,η+ηti

Fj,η

∣∣∣ (i1, η1), (i2, η2)
〉
.

(4.43)
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4.3 Ground state properties

In order to evaluate the matrix elements we again introduce i1 = (i1, η1) as abbreviated
notation for a link index which contains emanating site and orientation. We then get〈

l1, l2

∣∣∣∣F †j+rs,jti D†jDj+rs,jti
Fj

∣∣∣∣ i1, i2〉 =

= δj,i1

(
δ
l1,i1+r

s,i1
ti

δl2,i2 − δl2,i1+r
s,i1
ti

δl1,i2

)
×Qc[i1, i2, i1 + rs,i1ti ]+

+ δj,i2

(
δ
l2,i2+r

s,i2
ti

δl1,i1 − δl1,i2+r
s,i2
ti

δl2,i1

)
×Qc[i1, i2, i2 + rs,i2ti ],

(4.44)

and therefore for the energy

∆E = −δti
Sti∑
s=1

∑
i1,i2

ti

(
ai1(p1)ai2(p2)a∗

i1+r
s,i1
ti

(p1)a∗i2(p2)− ai1(p1)ai2(p2)a∗
i1+r

s,i1
ti

(p2)a∗i2(p1)

)
×Qc[i1, i2, i1 + rs,i1ti ]+

− δti
(
ai1(p1)ai2(p2)a∗i1(p1)a∗

i2+r
s,i2
ti

(p2)− ai1(p1)ai2(p2)a∗i1(p2)a∗
i2+r

s,i2
ti

(p1)

)
×

×Qc[i1, i2, i2 + rs,i2ti ].
(4.45)

We analyze this expression term by term once more in leading order in the low doping
limit. The first term then yields

− δti
Sti∑
s=1

∑
i1,i2

(
|Ci2(p2)|2Ci1(p1)C∗

i1+r
s,i1
ti

(p1)e−ir
s,i1
ti
·p1

)
Qc[i1, i2, i1 + rs,i1ti ] =

= −δti
Sti∑
s=1

∑
i1

Ci1(p1)C∗
i1+r

s,i1
ti

(p1)e−ir
s,i1
ti
·p1Qc[i1, i1 + rs,i1ti ] =

= −δti
∑
η1

(1 + eip1,η1 )(1 + e−ip1,η1+ηti )

|1 + eip1,y |2 + |1 + eip1,x|2

Sti∑
s=1

[
e−ir

s,η1
ti
·p1

]
Qc[(0, η1) | rs,η1

ti ] ≡ ε(p1).

(4.46)

Correspondingly, the third term evaluates to

−δti
∑
η2

(1 + eip2,η2 )(1 + e−ip2,η2+ηti )

|1 + eip2,y |2 + |1 + eip2,x|2

Sti∑
s=1

[
e−ir

s,η2
ti
·p2

]
Qc[(0, η2) | rs,η2

ti ] = ε(p2). (4.47)

The second and the last term of Eq.(4.45) again contain Fourier transforms of classical
dimer correlations and tend to zero in the limit under consideration. In this limit, the
energy resulting from Eq.(4.45) is hence a sum

∆E(p1,p2) = ε(p1) + ε(p2) (4.48)

of the single particle contributions from p1 and p2. We show an example for ε(p) together
with exact diagonalization results in Fig.(21). For |δti| � |v1|, J , we find good agreement.
Note the formation of hole-pockets around (π/2, π/2) at a finite density of fermionic dimers
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4.3 Ground state properties

for perturbations in δti. This shows that close to the RK-line, the eigenstates found above
indeed yield a realistic description of the dimer model.

Again, generalization to higher fermion numbers Nf can be done via generalization of
the arising matrix elements in the evaluation of the first order perturbative ground state
energy ∆E. In particular, ∆E can be calculated by using the relation〈

l1, ..., lNf

∣∣∣F †j+rD†jDj+rFj

∣∣∣ i1, ..., iNf〉 =

=

Nf∑
k=1

δj,ik
∑

P ∈πNf

(−1)σ(P )δi1,lP (1)
· ... · δik+r,lP (k)

· ... · δiNf ,lP (Nf )
Qc[i1, ..., ik, ik + r, ..., iNf ].

(4.49)

(0,0) (π ,π ) (π ,0) (0,0) p
-0.04

-0.02

0.00

0.02

0.04

εp

Figure 21: Comparison between ε(p) (left) from Eq.(4.46) and ED (middle) for δt3 =
−0.02, δti 6=3 = 0, J = V = 1. To the right: corresponding line cut along a given path in
the BZ (blue: ED, orange: ε(p)).

4.3.2 Fractionalized Fermi liquid structure

The preceeding results demonstrate that in the low doping limit the energy of a state∣∣∣p1, ...,pNf

〉
can be expressed as the sum

∑Nf
i=1 ε(pi) of the single particle energies, indi-

cating a system with Fermi-liquid like behaviour. In this section we further show that in

the same limit, the states
∣∣∣p1, ...,pNf

〉
can be constructed using creation and annihilation

operators that fulfill canonical fermionic anticommutation relations.
We start by defining the vaccum state of the theory to be the usual RK state given by

the solution of the RK-model, i.e. |0∗〉 = |RK〉. We add the star in this notation to make
clear the difference to the vacuum state |0〉 used in the previous sections and to suggest
this to be the ground state upon which the FL∗ is built. By defining the operator

f †p =
∑
i,η

ai,η(p)F †i,ηDi,η, (4.50)
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4.3 Ground state properties

we can express the possible ground states along the RK-line as

∣∣∣p1, ...,pNf

〉
=

Nf∏
i=1

f †pi |0
∗〉 . (4.51)

We aim to show that the corresponding Hamiltonian

H =
∑
p

ε(p)f †pfp (4.52)

describes the model in the vicinity of the RK-line as a system of non-interacting fermionic
excitations. We hence need to show that the canonical anticommutation relations

{f †p1
, fp2
} = δp1,p2

(4.53)

are satisfied in the limit of Eq.(4.37).
Note that since the relation of Eq.(4.53) is an operator identity, we require specification

of the Hilbert space on which Eq.(4.53) is supposed to hold. In usual fermionic theories, the
corresponding canonical anticommutation relations must hold on the Fock space spannend

by the set of states {
∏Nf

i=1 c
†
ki
|0〉}. In complete analogy we hence demand that for the

FL∗ model, Eq.(4.53) should hold on the corresponding Hilbert space spanned by the

states {
∏Nf

i=1 f
†
ki
|0∗〉}. Thus, even though the operators defined by Eq.(4.50) clearly do not

constitute fermionic operators on a Hilbert space built upon a completely empty lattice |0〉,
we still might prove them to be fermionic within our relevant Hilbert space. The quantity
we aim to compute is now

{f †p1
, fp2
} |0∗〉 , (4.54)

and we want to show that this expression yields δp1,p2
|0∗〉. We can easily compute

{f †p1
, fp2
} =

∑
i,η

ai,η(p1)a∗i,η(p2)
(
F †i,ηFi,η +D†i,ηDi,η

)
=
∑
i,η

ai,η(p1)a∗i,η(p2)N̂i,η, (4.55)

where N̂i,η corresponds to the total dimer number operator in the link (i, η). From this we
deduce

‖{f †p1
, fp2
} |0∗〉 ‖2 =

∑
i,η,j,τ

ai,η(p1)a∗i,η(p2)a∗j,τ (p1)aj,τ (p2)
〈

0∗
∣∣∣ N̂j,τ N̂i,η

∣∣∣ 0∗〉 =

=
∑
i,η,j,τ

ai,η(p1)a∗i,η(p2)a∗j,τ (p1)aj,τ (p2)Qc[(i, η), (j, τ)] ∝

∝ 1

N2

∑
i,η,j,τ

ei(p1−p2)·(i−j)Qc[(i, η), (j, τ)]→ 1

4
δp1,p2

+O(log(N)/N),

(4.56)
which reduces to the desired form after again making use of the correlation function in large
systems sizes. The appearence of the total dimer number operator N̂i,η in Eq.(4.55) then
ensures that the preceeding result remains valid in the excited states of the FL∗, provided
that Eq.(4.37) be fulfilled.
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4.3 Ground state properties

Beond this limit, we now show that the relation found in Eq.(4.56) is indeed true
exactly for arbitrary Nf/N when the momenta p1, p2 lie on the BZ diagonal. For that
purpose, consider the state

{f †p1
, fp2
} |0∗〉 =

∑
i,η

ai,η(p1)a∗i,η(p2)N̂i,η |0∗〉 . (4.57)

If this state is to vanish, we need the prefactor of every basic configuration |c〉 on the lattice
to vanish. Here, |c〉 represents a purely bosonic covering of the lattice as we apply {f, f †}
to |0∗〉. Furthermore, we restrict to configurations of the topological sector with winding
number zero. The corresponding prefactor is given by

dc ≡ 〈c| {f †p1
, fp2
} |0∗〉 =

∑
(i,η) ε {(j,τ)|N̂j,τ |c〉=|c〉}

ai,η(p1)a∗i,η(p2), (4.58)

where the sum runs over all links that are occupied by a dimer in the configuration |c〉.
Assume now we have some configuration |c0〉 where the value dc0 has already been calcu-
lated. Upon flipping a plaquette (l, ν), (l + ˆ̄ν, ν) in |c0〉 we obtain a new state |c1〉 with
corresponding prefactor

∆d = dc1 − dc0 =

= al,ν̄(p1)a∗l,ν̄(p2) + al+ν̂,ν̄(p1)a∗l+ν̂,ν̄(p2)− al,ν(p1)a∗l,ν(p2)− al+ˆ̄ν,ν(p1)a∗l+ˆ̄ν,ν(p2).
(4.59)

One can then compute the prefactors of all configurations within a given winding number
sector by starting from a given configuration |c0〉 and subsequently going through all possi-
ble plaquette flips on the lattice. This reasoning corresponds to going the Ergodic theorem
”backwards”, i.e. instead of computing the desired correlation function as an average over
an ensemble, we introduce a dynamics in the form of plaquette flips and compute the
correlation of interest along the course of the plaquette flips.

Demanding that the prefactors dc vanish for all configurations in a winding number
sectors then amounts to finding a starting configuration |c0〉 for which dc0 = 0 and showing
that ∆d from Eq.(4.59) vanishes. For the latter, we plug the known form of ai,η(p) into
Eq.(4.59) to obtain

∆d = ei(p1−p2)·l[Cν̄(p1)C∗ν̄ (p2) + ei(p1−p2)·ν̂Cν̄(p1)C∗ν̄ (p2)

− Cν(p1)C∗ν (p2)− ei(p1−p2)·ˆ̄νCν(p1)C∗ν (p2)
]

∝ (1 + eip1,x)(1 + e−ip2,x) + ei(p1−p2)·ŷ(1 + eip1,x)(1 + e−ip2,x)

− (1 + eip1,y)(1 + e−ip2,y)− ei(p1−p2)·x̂(1 + eip1,y)(1 + e−ip2,y)

(4.60)

which reduces to zero for p1/2,x = p1/2,y. Now, for a starting configuration which cor-
responds to a columnar VBS state, which is part of the possible zero winding number
configurations on the square lattice, we can easily calculate dc0 = 0 for p1 6= p2 on the
diagonal. Hence, for two momenta p1,p2 on the BZ diagonal, {f †p1

, fp2
} = δp1,p2

holds
exactly; for every other pair of momenta it is valid in the limit considered before.

We can relate the relation we have just shown with the fourier transform of the classical
dimer correlation function to obtain an exact result. For p1,p2 on the BZ diagonal we can
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4.4 Summary

write

δp1,p2
=
∑
c

|dc|2 = ‖{f †p1
, fp2
} |0∗〉 ‖2 =

=
4

N2

∑
i,η,j,τ

ei(p1−p2)·(i−j)Qc[(i, η), (j, τ)] =
4

N

∑
i,η,τ

ei(p1−p2)·iQc[(0, η), (i, τ)]
(4.61)

We have thus found an exact sum rule for the Fourier transform of the classical dimer
correlations on the BZ diagonal.

Finally, we show the relation between the creation operator f †p of the excitations on
the RK line and the actual electron annihilation operator cp. From the form Eq.(2.25) for
the electron operator in dimer basis we infer

cp,α =
∑
i,η

εα,β

2
√
N
e−ip·i(1 + e−ipη)F †i,η,βDi,η. (4.62)

Supressing the electronic spin index and comparing this expression with the definition of
the operator f †p from Eq.(4.50) it immediately follows that

f †p = K(p) c−p, (4.63)

with

K(p) = 4
1√

|1 + eipx|2 + |1 + eipy |2
. (4.64)

This relation is particularily useful because it shows that the Fermi surface of fermionic
dimers directly translates to the electronic Fermi surface. Moreover, from the fact that
the f †p fermions form a free Fermi gas, we can deduce that the electron spectral function
in the vicinity of the RK line takes the form A(p, ω) = Z(p)δ(ω − ε(p) with quasiparticle
weight Z(p) = 1

4
[cos2(px/2) + cos2(py/2)], which we already encountered in Eq.(3.38) of

our diagrammatic approach at the noninteracting point ti = 0, which is of course part of
the RK line as well. This can be seen from the relation

Z(p) = | 〈p | c−p | 0∗〉 |2 =

∣∣∣∣〈0∗
∣∣∣∣ fp 1

K(p)
f †p

∣∣∣∣ 0∗〉∣∣∣∣2 =

∣∣∣∣ 1

K(p)

∣∣∣∣2 . (4.65)

On the RK line, the electron spectral function thus only features a coherent peak but
no incoherent background due to the normalization of Eq.(3.42). Perturbing away from
the RK line, incoherent weight appears, but not within first order perturbation theory.
Numerical results in the vicinity of the RK-line obtained by exact diagonalization confirm
this result.

4.4 Summary

In summary, see [23], we provided an exact ground state solution for the dimer model intro-
duced in Ref. [1] on a particular line in parameter space for arbitrary densities of fermionic
dimers. At this line the ground state is massively degenerate and can be interpreted as a
fermionic flat band. Perturbing away from the exactly solvable line lifts this degeneracy
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4.4 Summary

and we were able to show that the ground state is a fractionalized Fermi liquid, at least
in the limit of small fermionic dimer densities. In this limit the ground state can be con-
structed by applying canonical fermion creation operators to a suitably choosen vacuum
state and the energy of these fermions is additive. Moreover, these fermionic operators are
directly related to electron creation operators in the restricted Hilbert space of our model.
Even though we limited the discussion to spinless fermionic dimers, our construction can
be easily generalized to spin-1/2 fermionic dimers. We also note that the very same con-
struction works for other lattice geometries as well, such as a triangular lattice, where we
expect that the fractionalized Fermi liquid ground state is stable over a wider parameter
regime. Indeed, the U(1) spin liquid in the RK model is unstable towards confining VBS
states away from the special RK point J = V . On non-bipartite lattices an extended Z2

spin liquid phase exists, however [26]. Analogous considerations hold for the fractionalized
Fermi liquid phase discussed here [45, 46]. In conclusion, our results provide a rare exam-
ple of a strongly correlated, fermionic lattice model in two dimensions, which is exactly
solvable and potentially relevant for the description of the metallic pseudogap phase in
underdoped cuprates.
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5 Finite size effects in the quantum dimer model

Up to now, we have focused exclusively on parameter regimes which allow to assume an
RK-like bosonic background configuration. Away from the perturbative regime in the
vicinity of the RK-line this assumption will no longer be valid and the effective dimer
correlations in the neighbourhood of fermionic dimers will be altered. We return to the
question raised in Sec.(2.3.2) whether we can deduce these effective correlations, at least
for some simple models. In the following we consider a simplified dimer model with one
fermionic dimer which features the t1 interaction only, in order to go beyond the scope
of small interaction paramters ti and to examine finite size effects in the 6 × 6 case. We
compute the ground state and its properties in the strong coupling limit t1/J → ∞ and
examine a simple variational approach to compute properties of the model at intermediate
interaction strength.

5.1 The strong coupling limit

The model under consideration is now H = HRK +Ht1 and we consider t1 > 0, V = J → 0,
leaving only a small strength of the RK Hamiltonian. Our aim is to explain the dispersion
obtained from exact diagonalization shown in Fig.(22). The building blocks of which the
supposed ground state will consist of are the states

|i, η〉 = F †i,η

iη̄−ˆ̄η∏
jη̄=iη̄+ˆ̄η

D†(jη̄ ,iη),η |0〉 ⊗
∑
c

|c〉

|i, η〉 = .

(5.1)

Here, the fermionic dimer is located on the (i, η) site and is part of a ”lane” of bosonic
dimers across the whole system in the direction perpendicular to the orientation of the
fermionic dimer. Gray shaded areas correspond to an equal weight sum over all possible
bosonic configurations on the corresponding part of the lattice. The Ansatz for the ground
state of the Hamiltonian is then made up of a sum over the possible positions of the
fermionic dimer within the lane, as well as shifting the lane as a whole in the perpendicular
direction,

|Ψ〉 =
∑
i

gi |i, y〉 ,

|Ψ〉 = gi + gi−x̂ + gi−2x̂ + ...

(5.2)
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5.1 The strong coupling limit

The same Ansatz can of course be made using a lane which wraps around the ŷ-direction
of the lattice.

Note that the motivation for such an Ansatz for the ground state is that the formation
of a lane of parallel bosonic dimers is disfavored by HRK , but since we consider HRK to be
small, we infer that the energy cost of such a lane will disappear in the limit where HRK

vanishes and hence we aim to minimize the energy via the t1-interaction. The natural way
to define a state with overall momentum p is then

|Ψp〉 =
∑
i

1√
N
eip·i |i, y〉 , (5.3)

which upon projection on Ht1 yields

Ht1 |Ψp〉 = −2t1 cos(px) |Ψp〉 . (5.4)

We can proceed analogously with the fermionic dimer oriented in the x direction which
results in the overall dispersion

ε(p) = min [−2t1 cos(px),−2t1 cos(py)] . (5.5)

This dispersion, allthough matching the numerical outcome exactly at the Γ-point in the
BZ in the limit J → 0, does otherwise not look very similar to the result from Fig.(22).
Clearly, we have thus far found eigenstates of the Hamiltonian Ht1 for every momentum
p, but, apart from the Γ point, not the lowest possible ones. The crucial aspect to find
the ground state for every momentum in the BZ is to find the right partitioning of a given
momentum p into a part carried by the fermionic dimer, as well as a part carried by the
bosonic background. That is to say that, as opposed to the case of a dominating HRK

where all the momentum of a given state is attached to the fermionic dimer, in the limit of
a dominating t1-interaction the momentum is divided into bosonic background momentum
as well as fermionic momentum. We can then construct the ground state as shown in the
following.

Consider again the basic states of Eq.(5.1), but now we will implement a momentum
p into the bosonic background of the gray shaded area. For that purpose, we consider
the background part in the state of Eq.(5.1),

∑
c |c〉. This was constructed as an equal

weight superposition. We now introduce weights into this sum like
∑

cw(c) |c〉. The RK-
Hamiltonian forces the system to implement an equal weight superposition of the bosonic
dimers outside the t1-dominated lane across the system. If we go to a momentum point
away from the Γ-point, it might be energetically favourable for the system outside the lane
to assume a non-equal weight superposition in order to keep a vanishing momentum of
the fermionic dimer. Our Ansatz for the basic building blocks of the ground state should
therefore be a minimal violation of the equal weight Ansatz,∑

c

w(c) |c〉 ≡ |BC〉 , (5.6)

where the w(c) have to be determined by minimizing the corresponding energy expectation
value.
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5.1 The strong coupling limit

Figure 22: Dispersion from ED on a 6 × 6 lattice for V = J = 0.1, t1 = 2.0. At the
physical momenta px,y = −π + π

3
· n with n ∈ {0, ..., 5}, the corresponding energies ε(p)

almost coincide. At V = J = 0 they match exactly. By use of twisted boundary conditions
we also included non-lattice momenta, which are marked by the appearence of cones in the
ground state energy.

Observe that our Ansatz for the bosonic background is now in general no longer trans-
lational invariant. We thus can construct the states

|i, η, pη̄〉 = F †i,η

iη̄−ˆ̄η∏
jη̄=iη̄+ˆ̄η

D†(jη̄ ,iη),η |0〉 ⊗
L−1∑
n=0

eipη̄ ·n
(
T̂η̄

)n
|BC〉 , (5.7)

where we defined the translation operator T̂η that shifts a given dimer configuration by
one lattice constant into the η̂-direction. L is the length of the system, i.e. N = L2 on the
square lattice. This state carries a momentum pη̄ · ˆ̄η in the ˆ̄η-direction. The estimate for
the ground state wavefunction at a given lattice momentum p =

∑
η pη · η̂ other than the

Γ-point is then given by

|Φη,p〉 ≡
∑
i

eipη ·iη |i, η, pη̄〉 , (5.8)

i.e. by delocalizing the fermion over the lane. We assume that the background |BC〉 is not
invariant under translations on the lattice, i.e. T̂η̄ |BC〉 6= |BC〉. Under this assumption,
|Φη,p〉 is an eigenstate of the translation operator,

T̂x/y |Φη,p〉 = eipx/y |Φη,p〉 (5.9)

and therefore carries a momentum p, where the part pη̄ parallel to the fermion lane is
attached to the bosonic background. Note that for the case of the fermionic dimer fixed in
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5.1 The strong coupling limit

the η-direction, the only non-trivial momentum component is the η̄-component. Next, we
determine the correct normalization of |Φη,p〉 by computing

〈Φη,p |Φη,p〉 =
∑
i

〈i, η, pη̄ | i, η, pη̄〉 = N

L−1∑
n,m=0

eipη̄(n−m) 〈BC|
(
T̂ †η̄

)m (
T̂η̄

)n
|BC〉 =

=N
L−1∑
n,m=0

eipη̄(n−m)
∑
c,c′

w∗(c′)w(c) 〈c′|
(
T̂ †η̄

)m (
T̂η̄

)n
|c〉 .

(5.10)

One possible approximation we could apply at this point is to set

w(c) =

{
1, c ∈ C
0, else

, (5.11)

i.e. an equal weight sum over all configurations contained in a set C. From here, the simplest
approach is to assume that C contains only a single configuration |c〉, i.e. C = {|c〉}.
Equivalently, C contains all configurations but one, i.e. C = (

⋃
c′{|c′〉}) \{|c〉}, were we

will assume a non-translational invariant state |c〉, i.e. T̂η̄ |c〉 6= |c〉 in order to fulfill

T̂η̄ |BC〉 6= |BC〉. For these two cases, the normalization from Eq.(5.10) becomes

N
L−1∑
n,m=0

eipη̄(n−m) (|C| − 1 + δn,m) , (5.12)

which, for pη̄ 6= 0, evaluates to

〈Φη,p |Φη,p〉 = N · L, (5.13)

The normalized ground state estimate wave function for the chosen C is hence

|Φη,p〉 →
1√
N · L

∑
i

eipη ·iη |i, η, pη̄〉 =
1√
N · L

∑
iη

eipη ·iη

∑
iη̄

|i, η, pη̄〉

 . (5.14)

This state is a sum over non-overlapping terms which consist of a tensor product of the
lane-part and the background part of the system. The sum then runs over the position iη
of the lane and different positions of the lane have vanishing matrix elements with respect
to the Hamiltonian. Thus, to compute the corresponding ground state energy, we can write

〈HRK +Ht1〉 = 〈Ht1 +HRK〉lane +
1

L

L−1∑
n,m=0

eipη̄(n−m) 〈BC|
(
T̂ †η̄

)m
HRK

(
T̂η̄

)n
|BC〉 , (5.15)

which seperates into two parts that only depend on the lane or the background, respectively.
〈Ht1〉lane only depends on the delocalized fermion which we assume to have a vanishing
momentum along the direction of the lane. The expression 〈Ht1 +HRK〉lane thus evaluates
to 〈Ht1〉lane = −2t1 +V (L− 2). Here, the part proportional to V = J is due to the parallel
bosonic dimers in the lane which constitute a chain of flippable plaquettes. We thus obtain
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5.1 The strong coupling limit

a finite energy offset between Γ-point and finite lattice momenta by the second term of
Eq.(5.15). Note that at the Γ-point, |BC〉 → |RK〉 and this energy offset vanishes as it
should. The offset can now be related to the state |c〉 via

1

L

L−1∑
n,m=0

eipη̄(n−m) 〈BC|
(
T̂ †η̄

)m
HRK

(
T̂η̄

)n
|BC〉 =

=
1

L

L−1∑
n,m=0

eipη̄(n−m) 〈c|
(
T̂ †η̄

)m
HRK

(
T̂η̄

)n
|c〉 = 〈c|HRK |c〉 = V Nfp(c),

(5.16)

where translational invariance of HRK was used and where Nfp(c) denotes the number of
flippable plaquettes in the configuration |c〉. Finding the best approximate ground state
now reduces to minimizing the energy offset Eq.(5.16) with respect to the configuration
|c〉. In other words, we need to find the single hard-core covering of the gray shaded
area from Eq.(5.1) with the lowest possible number of flippable plaquettes in the sector
of winding number zero. Note that there may be more than one configuration with the
minimal number of flippable plaquettes.

We compare the dispersion obtained from ED for a 6× 6 lattice with our estimate

〈H〉Φη,p = −2t1 + V (L− 2) + (1− δp,0)V min
c

[Nfp(c)] (5.17)

for the ground state energy at the possible lattice momenta px,y = −π + π
3
· n with n ∈

{0, ..., 5}, assumed to be valid for large t1 (at fixed length L) in Fig.(23). The minimization
over c can be done numerically by counting the number of flippable plaquettes in all the
configurations possible on a 6 × 4 lattice with open boundary conditions in the y- and
periodic boundary conditions in the x-direction, which corresponds to the gray shaded
area of Eq.(5.1) in the 6 × 6 case. This process results in minc [Nfp(c)] = 2. Eq.(5.17)
then yields an upper bound for the difference between the energies at p = 0 and p 6= 0 for
small V/t1. In particular, in the limit V = J → 0, Eq.(5.17) shows that the ground state
energies coincide independent of momentum, providing an explanation for the numerical
results of Fig.(22).

We shortly discuss how the background state at non-vanishing momentum, determined
by C, could qualitatively look like beyond the approximation of a single bosonic configura-
tion. To that end, we note that we have to choose C such that

〈H〉p − 〈H〉p=0 =

∑L−1
n,m=0 e

ipη̄(n−m) 〈BC|
(
T̂ †η̄

)m
HRK

(
T̂η̄

)n
|BC〉∑L−1

n,m=0 e
ipη̄(n−m) 〈BC|

(
T̂ †η̄

)m (
T̂η̄

)n
|BC〉

, (5.18)

i.e. the energy shift from the Γ-point to finite momenta, is minimized. In principle,

we hence want to maximize the norm of
∑L−1

n=0 e
ipη̄n

(
T̂η̄

)n
|BC〉 while minimizing its energy

expectation value. A scheme for maximizing the norm of Eq.(5.10) can be given by defining
equivalence classes on the set of all possible configurations. We can define an equivalence
relation between two configurations via

|c〉 ∼ |c′〉 ⇔ ∃n ∈ N : T̂ nη̄ |c′〉 = |c〉 . (5.19)
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5.2 Variational ansatz

Thus, there will be NE equivalence classes Ei into which the set of all dimer configurations
can be subdivided. Assume we construct the set C from before such that C = {|c1〉 , ..., |cM〉}
with ci ∈ Ei. Then in the norm of Eq.(5.10),

〈
c′
∣∣∣ (T̂η̄)n−m ∣∣∣ c〉 = δc′,cδn,m and the norm is

proportional to the number M of configurations in C. If we continue to add more states to C
than the number of different equivalence classes, the norm of Eq.(5.10) is no longer directly
proportional to M , but contains terms like cos(pη̄ n) with n ∈ N. Thus, upon adding more
states to C, the norm will begin to decrease again after some point. On the other hand, the
more states C contains, the closer we get to the RK-state, where for every configuration
with a given flippable plaquette, C would contain the corresponding configuration with
that plaquette flipped. Hence, upon adding configurations to C beyond the number of
equivalence classes, we expect the total number of flippable plaquettes without a flipped
counterpart configuration within C, and thus the numerator of Eq.(5.18), to decrease.
There should thus exist an optimal C which balances norm and energy expectation value
such that Eq.(5.18) becomes minimal.

Let us note further, that the energy cost of developing a lane throughout the system is
proportional to the system length L via V (L− 2) according to Eq.(5.17). Thus, for large
system sizes, the formation of such a lane is highly disfavored and the attachement of the
momentum to the fermionic dimer should be restored. The loss of the Fermi-liquid like
behaviour at high values of the t-parameter that is observed in the 6× 6 ED can thus be
attributed to finite size effects, as the crucial parameter in the system is t1

V L
instead of t1

V
,

as we have just shown.
Furthermore, in the dispersion shown in Fig.(22), we also included non-lattice momenta

via the twisted boundary conditions. We have shown that the attachment of momentum
to the bosonic background works for the case of lattice momenta. Therefore, we conclude
that the cone-structure of the ground state energy at non-physical momenta visible in
Fig.(22) arises because non-lattice momenta cannot be attached to the background. For
any given momentum point p we can write p = pb+pf , where pb corresponds to the lattice
momentum closest to p. The momentum pb can be attached to the background by the
construction we have examined above. The difference pf then has to be attached to the
fermion again, which explains the symmetry of the cones appearing in Fig.(22).

5.2 Variational ansatz

So far we have considered the small- (t1/V → 0) as well as the strong- (t1/V L → ∞)
coupling limit of the dimer model with perturbations around both. We can ask whether we
can determine the ground state wavefunction of the dimer model at least at some specific
point in the BZ approximately at intermediate coupling strengths. We will continue to
persue a variational Ansatz for the ground state at p = 0 for every value of t1 in the
dimer model considered above. The reasoning behind this approach is that, depending on
the value of t1, the dimer correlations in the vicinity of the fermionic dimer are effectively
changed. While at t1 = 0, these correlations correspond exactly to the classical dimer equal
weight correlations, at V L/t1 → 0 the fermionic dimer forces the bosonic dimers to form
a lane of parallel dimers as described above. At intermediate interaction strength we thus
expect to find a mix of both, where with increasing t1 the probability of finding bosonic
dimers parallel to the fermionic dimer increases as well.
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Figure 23: Comparison between ED and the wave function considered above for V =
J = 0.1. (a) shows the ground state energy at p = 0 as a function of t1; blue: ED,
orange: analytical Ansatz from Eq.(5.17). The results give a good match for dominating t1
as expected. (b) shows the ground state energy difference between p = 0 and p = (π/3, π/3)
as a function of t1; blue: ED, orange: Ansatz from Eq.(5.17). Eq.(5.17) only gives a very
rough upper bound for this energy difference, but captures correctly that above a certain
value of t1 this difference stays constant, indicating lane formation.

The Ansatz is the following: Consider a single fermionic dimer among otherwise bosonic
dimers. We denote the probability of finding a bosonic dimer parallel and next to the
fermionic one by P . This is the probability of finding the fermionic dimer in a position to
conduct a t1-exchange. This probability then depends on t1 and has to fulfill the boundary
conditions P (t1 → 0) = 1/2 and P (t1 →∞) = 1. The goal is to find a functional form for
P (t1) by minimizing the corresponding energy expectation value via a variational principle.
We write down the energy function

E(P (t1)) = −2t1P (t1) + ∆EV (P (t1)) (5.20)

for the energy of a p = 0 ground state. The first term in Eq.(5.20) originates from the
the fermionic dimer interacting with the background via t1. The second term captures the
energy cost of setting the dimer correlations to P (t1). The task is to find ∆EV (P (t1)) and
minimize Eq.(5.20) with respect to P.

Consider the fermionic dimer at a given link. In accordance with the physical picture
from before, we will evaluate ∆EV by considering the fermionic dimer as part of a lane
with parallel bosonic dimers. But now we assume the length of this lane to be variable, i.e.
not necessarily extended over the whole lattice size. We denote the probability of adding
a new rung to the lane by P̃ (t1). Note that this is different from P (t1), as here we already
assume that there is a lane present and P̃ (t1) determines its average length. Intuitively, we
expect P̃ to be proportional to the difference between P (t1) and the value P (t1 = 0) = 1

2

at the RK-point, i.e. P̃ ∝ (P − 1
2
). If the fermionic dimer is considered to be on the edge of

the lane, a lane with n bosonic dimers yields an energy cost of V (n− 1). The probability

for a lane with n bosons is given by (1 − P̃ )
(
P̃
)n

, where 1 − P̃ is the necessary ”break”
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5.2 Variational ansatz

condition for a lane. Everything together, we expect to find the following energy cost ∆EV
as a function of P̃ ,

∆EV (P̃ ) = V P̃

{
(1− P̃ )

L−3∑
n=0

n
(
P̃
)n

+ (L− 2)
(
P̃
)L−2

}
. (5.21)

Here, the second term in the brackets of Eq.(5.21) corresponds to the case of the lane
winding around the whole lattice, where because of the periodic boundary conditions there
is no break probability 1 − P̃ . Note that the sum over the probabilities of all possible
lengths of the lane, (

1− P̃
) L−2∑
n=0

(
P̃
)n

+
(
P̃
)L−1

= 1, (5.22)

is normalized to unity as required.
We now make use of the general formula

∑N
n=0 nx

n = x
(1−x)2

[
1− (N + 1)xN +NxN+1

]
for 0 ≤ x < 1 in Eq.(5.21) to obtain

∆EV (P̃ ) = V

{
(L− 2)

(
P̃
)L−1

+
1

1− P̃

[(
P̃
)2

− (L− 2)
(
P̃
)L−1

+ (L− 3)
(
P̃
)L]}

.

(5.23)
Now we have to relate the probability P̃ , which determines ∆EV , to the probability P .
The easiest approach is to use a linear relation

P = aP̃ + b. (5.24)

The constants a and b can now be determined by making use of the boundary conditions
for t1 → 0 and t1 → ∞. For P , these conditions were already mentioned above. For P̃ ,
we must have P̃ (t1 → 0) = 0 as there will be no finite sized lane at all, with every possible
background configuration weighted equally. On the other hand, P̃ (t1 → ∞) = 1, as the
lane will span over the entire lattice length. This leads to

P =
P̃ + 1

2
. (5.25)

We then obtain a condition for the minimum of the energy function Eq.(5.20) by differen-
tiation

∂E

∂P
= −2t1 + 2V

{
(L− 1)(L− 2)

(
P̃
)L−2

+

+
1

1− P̃

[
2P̃ − (L− 1)(L− 2)

(
P̃
)L−2

+ L(L− 3)
(
P̃
)L−1

]
+

+
1(

1− P̃
)2

[(
P̃
)2

− (L− 2)
(
P̃
)L−1

+ (L− 3)
(
P̃
)L]} !

= 0,

(5.26)

which corresponds to a polynomial equation in P̃ of order L. For given L and t1, this
equation can be solved numerically for 0 ≤ P̃ ≤ 1. For t1 exceeding a certain value t1 > tc1,
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5.2 Variational ansatz

the solution to Eq.(5.26) shifts to P̃ > 1 which is unphysical. In this case, we simply set
P̃ = 1, which corresponds to the lane spanning over the whole lattice length. Inserting the
resulting P̃ (t1) (or P (t1)) into Eq.(5.20) yields the energy at p = 0 for a given value of t1
in our approximation and is compared to the outcomes of the ED in Fig.(24) and (25).
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Figure 24: Comparison of ground state energies at p = 0 and V = J = 1 between varia-
tional Ansatz, the MFT of Eq.(2.30) and ED results. Blue points: ED, Green: variational
Ansatz, Red: MFT with the parameter P = 1/2 to which the variational Ansatz reduces
for t1 → 0.
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Figure 25: Relative error of variational Ansatz (blue) and MFT (red) from Eq.(2.30)
with respect to ED results as a function of t1 for V = J = 1. We see that the variational
method yields a good approximation throughout the range of t1.

To close this section, we remark that due to the appearence of finite size effects for
momenta away from p = 0, our Ansatz can only be tested against ED in a very limited
scope. In particular, whether or not the Ansatz for ∆EV from Eq.(5.21) (or possibly a
similar one) provides a reliable estimate of the energy cost in a system with modified
correlations around a fermionic dimer away from t1 = 0 should ideally be tested in bigger
system sizes, such that arbitrary momenta may be accessed without the occurrence of finite
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5.2 Variational ansatz

size effects. As these finite size effects, like the attachment of momentum to the bosonic
background, are not included in the above variational approach, it is effectively restricted
to the Γ-point of the BZ.
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6 Outlook

In the preceding work we have explored a variety of analytical approaches to investigate
the model introduced in [1]. We have employed diagrammatic techniques, therefore setting
precedent in applying coherent states functional methods to quantum dimer models. This
approach could be carried out successfully due to the fractionalized Fermi liquid struc-
ture of the system, which we were further able to examine by means of constructing exact
ground state wave functions on the RK line of the model. The resulting form of the pos-
itive definite Hamiltonian and the present hard core constraint suggest that the model
might feature a supersymmetric formulation or extension. In this context, a given super-
symmetric system can be expressed in terms of a so called supersymmetric operator Q̂ via
Ĥ = {Q̂†, Q̂} such that Q̂ is nilpotent, i.e. {Q̂, Q̂} = 0. If, for a given system, such an
operator Q̂ can be constructed, the ground states of the corresponding model are in one
to one correspondence with the homology of Q̂ that is defined as HQ = ker(Q̂)\Im(Q̂) via

the kernel and the image of Q̂ [47]. Supersymmetric models have been shown to realize
simple quantum dimer models, see e.g.[48] and were also considered as possible formulation
of a more involved fermionic dimer system, see [33]. For the model we considered in this
thesis, we have explored the possibility of supersymmetric formulations and extensions as
well. We found operators Q̂ that can indeed reproduce the plaquette interactions of the
model, but that also induce other interaction terms as by-products. In particular, terms
that violate the constraint do in general occur. We further found some supersymmetric
mixed species dimer models where the corresponding supersymmetric singlet ground states
can be constructed easily in some fermion number sectors, yet with mostly valence bond
solid like order. The question whether supersymmetric models with RVB liquid like ground
states, and in particular whether a supersymmetric formulation for our system at the RK
line can be constructed, remains open to further investigation.

Another prospective direction of investigation may be the establishment of a connection
between our mixed dimer model and the use of height fields in order to find continuum
field theories of dimer models. The author of [49] constructed a height field h(x) to find a
continuum description of the original (bosonic) RK model at the critical RK point. The
details of this construction can be found in [49], here we point out the important aspect
that any hard core dimer configuration can be mapped bijectively to a field configuration
h(xi), with the positions xi of the square plaquette centers. The classical dimer problem
can then be described by the following action for the coarse-grained continuum height h(x)
via

S =

∫
d2x

K

2
|∇h(x)|2 − λ cos(2πh(x)), (6.1)

where the stiffness constant K has to be chosen such that the original long-range dimer
correlations are recovered and where the cos-term enforces the constraint to an integer
valued field h(x). This sine-Gordon theory features a Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition,
and at the value K = π/16 for the square lattice it is in the ’rough’ phase where the
cos-term becomes RG irrelevant [50]. This leaves one with a free field theory for the
classical dimer problem. By setting up dynamics via a Langevin equation for the height
field and employing the implied Fokker-Planck equation for the corresponding probability
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distribution P [h], it can be shown, see [49, 39], that the quantum dimer model can be
described by the following action in 2 + 1 dimensions,

S =

∫
d2x dτ

[
1

2
(∂τh)2 +

K2

2
(∇2h)2

]
. (6.2)

This is the so called quantum Lifschitz model with dynamic critical exponent z = 2 and
dimensionless field h. This model features a quadratic gapless mode that corresponds
exactly to the mode that Rokhsar and Kivelson found within a sinlge-mode approximation,
see [50]. The action of Eq.(6.2) can be generalized to describe the system near the RK
point,

S =

∫
d2x dτ

[
1

2
(∂τh)2 +

A

2
(∇h)2 +

K2

2
(∇2h)2

]
, (6.3)

where the parameter A = 1 − V
J

controls the phase transition [50, 39]. For A 6= 0, the
(∇2h)2 term is RG irrelevant compared to the (∇h)2 term and we obtain a z = 1 theory
which favours either a columnar (A > 0) or staggered (A < 0) configuration.

A question of possible interest is now whether it is feasible to find a continuum descrip-
tion analogous to Eq.(6.3) for the quantum dimer model with a second, fermionic species
of dimers in the system, possibly under the assumption of a small density of fermions,
i.e. at low doping. In particular, it could be interesting to verify whether modified dimer
correlations and quasiparticle dispersions in the presence of a small number of fermions
with t1- and t2-interactions can be captured by such a continuum model. The realization
of this theory might involve two corresponding fields h(x) and a two-component fermion

field ~φ(x) = (φ1(x), φ2(x))T . The first field h(x) can be imagined to describe the dimer
covering of the lattice regardless of the species, hence h(x) is just the heigth field from
before. The field h(x) then maps to a certain dimer configuration where the positions of
the fermions are not yet specified. This specification would then be accounted for by the
fermion field ~φ(x), where the two components correspond to the orientation index. The
fermion density is reflected directly via the relation

Nf =

∫
d2x

∑
i=1,2

φ†i (x)φi(x). (6.4)

This construction is similar to the reformulation of the dimer model from Eq.(2.23) as a
lattice gauge theory that was carried out in [46]. Yet here, we intend to take a continuum
limit that reduces to the action of Eq.(6.3) for Nf → 0. Just like the construction of
the quantum Lifschitz model for the bosonic case, this procedure will presumably not be
possible in a rigorous way starting from the microscopic model. A task for future work on
the quantum dimer model may therefore be to find a suitable action S[h, ~φ] that contains

terms that represent a coupling between the height field h(x) and the fermion field ~φ(x).
The advantage of such a description would be to have a field theory that can capture not
only the interactions between the fermions and the RVB background, as was the case in
our diagrammatic approach, but also the internal interactions of the background, all within
one framework.

In summary, our work on the quantum dimer model has not only led to new insights,
but also to new questions and interesting prospects, a further investigation of which in the
future would be desirable.
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